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INTRODUCTION

The Music educator stands upon the eminence and looks out upon 

the virgin soil - the child-life - as the field awaiting cultivation. 

Before he puts his hand to the plow and starts to turn the first fur

row, he must first examine the soil and ascertain what It Is best fitted 

to produce. Then he must know the needs of the environment around it 

that Is to profit by its flowering, and last of all he must envision the 

ultimate harvest he hopes to reap. Then, with the life-giving waters 
of music at hand, he proceeds to divert them Into the proper channels 

that the bleak desert of unawakened personality may be made to blossom 
like the rose.

Today, In the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-five, 

education faces a new philosophy In a changing world. Gome are the 

horse and buggy days of "education for knowing" and In their stead the 

educator feels in his face the fresh breeze of "education for living."

A new pulse that throbs in the hearts and souls of men Instead of a regi

mented organizing of their minds. A purposive program of how to live 

fully and beautifully growing out of their Interests, needs, feelings, 

emotions and impulses. A functional menu of food for the growing per

sonality that will furnish the necessary vitamins for the sturdy develop

ment of an individual who has discovered his potentialities and mastered 

their control; an Individual who has nurtured In his heart the Ideals of 

a democratic commonwealth whose "spirit cannot be shackled,"^and who Is 1

1. Pitts, Lilia Belle, Curriculum in a Changing World.
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ever looking forward for better things in life; an individual who will 

contribute to a natural culture which will see a restless unsettled 

people through times of crisis, and contribute to a finer life in a 

highly Industrialized world in times of peace and prosperity. A M  just 

what part can music play In this idealistic program of education?

It has been stated by a sage of this modern generation that

"This world is not more a world of science than of music. 
Science leads us up to our inner world called the soul, 
and opens the door and urges us into the vestibule of 
the inner temple. Music takes us by the hand, it leads 
ua boldly In, and shuts the door behind us."1

Accepting this premise as true, then music begins where science 
leaves off. - ' ... ; v . .

"Science Is concerned witogrovable facts. It uses the 
microscope and the telescope to see things as they really 
are. It makes a tremendous contribution to our under*- :
standing of things around us and our knowledge of life’s 
development. Science can trace life clear back to Its * . 
crude beginning but cannot bridge the chasm between the 
material and the divine. Science stands baffled before 
the miracles of life, the human body and the divine 
spark that actuates it."* 2

It is at tills border-line that the offices of music may well begin. 

Music is a product of.the expressions of the feelings and emotions.of 

men*. It is the expression of the divine that exists in all of us, and

although it cannot measure the reactions of the human heart with a 

yard-stick, as a product of impulses and emotions Itself, it can 

Influence immeasurably the spiritual and emotional unfolding of a life

and help to invest It with the attributes of divinity.

11 Anonymous ...
2. Ford, Rev. Wesley P. Faith Bests its Case, p. 1.
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The senior hl#i school stolent leaving the receding world of his 
childhood and facing toward the bright horizon of adult life, finds 

himself groping for new strength and independence as he regretfully 

leaves the security of carefully protected child-life and faces the 

realization that he is about to be called upon to stand upon his own 

feet. He finds himself very much Involved In the first adventures of 

romance. He is startled by the insistent tugging at his heart of 

awakening spiritual emotions which demand an answer. He finds his 

hopes and dreams carrying him out of his limited home sphere into new 

countries and among strange peoples. His love of companionship with 
people and his desire to be a leader among them becomes a strong im

pelling motive for action and he reaches out hungrily for the things 

that will help him attain prominence among his fellows. It Is. at this 
point that the wise music educator can find the answers to so many of 

his questionings through the medium of music, and with his finger on 

the pulse of the budding personality, he can, through the wise adminis

tration of a purposeful music program, assist greatly in helping him find 

himself emotionally, spiritually,and socially, and thus make a fine eontrl 
butlon to the stabilization of his faculties In a somewhat confused 
period of his life.

Although acknowledging that the "aim of the musician should be to 

capture, express, and render beneficlently potent the human values of 

music Instead of following false Ideals of success in terms of musical 

performance,nllt seems perfectly consistent with the philosophies herein 1

1. Mursell. Human Values In Music Education, d . 8. ..
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stated, to establish certain objectives of curriculum and performance 

which will assist materially In achieving the highest degree of develop

ment, open up new worlds of beauty and aesthetic growth, and create a 

social stability upon which m y  be built an adult life that rests upon 

the solid rock of security and self-assurance*

As long as the doings of civilized men have been chronicled upon 

the earth. It has been a recognized fact that vocal expression has 

superseded all other media, because It Is the most spontaneous, and the 

most directly connected with the emotional self of the Individual* Ad

mitting at theoutsetthat "the essentials of musicianship are the : 
abilities to feel and understand rather than the technique of performance1,1 

It seems nevertheless wise to base procedures upon the beautiful perfor- 

mance of beautiful and purposeful music which will establish in the young 

mind fine standards of taste and discrimination, fine emotional reactions, 
and fine social responses. V : '

"Like begets like.n If new worlds of beauty and aesthetic growth 

are to be opened up to the Immature soul, and thereby effect the emo

tional exaltation of the neophyte, then what he hears, and what he creates 

himself, must be cloaked In as great beauty of performance as is within 

his capabilities to produce. As a big step toward the accomplishment of 

these objectives, the training of the singing voice. Its refinement and 

control presents.Itself as a reasonable approach to the problem, and as 

a guide to Its solution the following agenda Is submitted. 1

1. Mursell. Human Values In Music Education, p. 9.



CHAPtER II
* %

GLASS VOICE VS INDIVIDUAL VOIGB .

Before launching out upon an extended dlssertatIon concerning 

specific approaches to the training of the voice. It might be well 

to pause for brief justification of Class Voice Vs Individual Voice 
Training.

In communities where the Idea of multiple voice training Is making 

Its initial appearance, frequently there are objections raised regard

ing Its right to become a part of the music education program. If such 

communities have a wealthy clientele who makes it a point to apologize 

for even permitting Its young people to receive their education In the 

public schools along with the boys and girls from the other side of the 

tracks, there may be unfavorable reactions to the proposal. Then, too, 

almost without fall In places where a number of private studio teachers

have established themselves, they may be counted upon to gird on the
' : ' .... . ■ • - = - - .
armor of opposition ami strike with greatest vigor the moment the sug

gestion of a voice class rears Its ugly head. In such situations It 

becomes necessary for the prospective voice class teacher to be well 

armed with factual anmunltlon with which die may lay down a barrage that 

will break down any unfavorable objections and establish definitely a 

professional "bridge-head" from which she can eventually overcome all 

resistance to the Idea.

Here Is the picture as It frequently presents Itself in such a 

situation.— On the one side there may be some students from aristocrat!#
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homes flanked by parents with check-book In hand, who refuse to even 

consider the matter because It offends their sense of social superiority 

to feel that their children have to stoop to share their cultural educa

tion with those of questionable social status, and who, because they are 

accustomed to measuring the excellence of education by the amount of 

money It costs to acquire It, feel that It Is a reflection on their 

financial standing to have their childrens voice training a result of 

what they scornfully term "mass production."

Aligned with them will be the private studio teachers of voice, who 

raise the hue and cry that it "can*t be done!" because voice problems- 

are all individual problems that have to be dealt with individually.

They wall that In classes of so many where it is Impossible to give 

Individual attention, if corrective exerolses are given to help the Ills

of one voice. It will ruin the voices of all the others. Then to put
' . { ' ■ ■ . ■

the cap-sheaf on their arguments, they bring up the Time element, so 

Important to the Impatient high school student who wants to get results 

right awayI It stands to reason that the multiple training method will 

take much longer to achieve results, even If all of the aforementioned 

disadvantages are ignored, because the teacher cannot concentrate on the 

problems of each Individual ami work out their solution as quickly as 

the private teacher whose entire attention could be devoted to the pro

blem at hand. So say the private teachers.

On the other side of the picture are the students of limited means 

whose prospects for expensive private lessons are practically hopeless, 

but who, under the Constitution of the United States of America In which



they live, are entitled to the same opportunities for education and 

the development of the fuller life, as their more fortunate brothers. 

Standing beside them, is the teacher of music who has the vision of 
ultimate objectives desired, In mind, and the strong conviction that 

music education is "education for living, not for performing." and 

thus can be used as the greatest socializing agent In the entire edu

cational field; who knows that the only way to learn to live with 

people Is to share life experiences with them in all situations, and 

who seeks to place within the grasp of all, regardless of race, color, 

creed or social status, the benefits of tills great humanizing, socializing. 
Christianizing agency, music, by plowing the furrows together. It Is at 

this point that the wise teacher can make pronouncements which will clarify 

the whole situation and justify the place of the voice class to the satis

faction of all.

To the parents with the money complex. It will be well to point out 

the unquestioned advantage of doing things with other people. One of the 

most beneficial results of participation In vocal music, is the self- 

assurance and poise It gives as a result of standing alone before a large 

group of onefe fellow-students and singing for their pleasure, or In com

petition against them, or In broader fields of community music service, 

or in ensemble groups with them. These things cannot be done with any 

degree of frequency in the private studio where the voice lesson is 

confined to the student, the teacher and the accompanist. In this same 

connection It would be diplomatic to suggest that if students desire to 

continue with their voice work privately at a later date, such a course
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would be an excellent background for further study, and a proving 

ground to determine If the musical ability of the student wwtld justi

fy such an expenditure.

The private voice teachers may be at least partially silenced by 

pointing out that the high school voice class Is not designed to be the 

"omega" of voice training, but rather a field of discovery where the 

embryonic singers are tried out and given their "basic training" as it 

were, if they prove a success in* this initial try-out and find they 

have talent worth developing, they will find their way to the private 

studio to continue their voice work after the high school voice class 
is closed to them. , ; V

The matter of not being able to correct vocal faults of one voice 

without detriment to others Is a fallacy to those who have handled 

voices, but It sounds fine and reasonable to the unschooled who want to 

find reasons for opposing class voice. In reality there are fundamentals 

of correct singing that can be taught as readily to fifty as to one, Just 

as easily and effectively as the multiplication tables in mathematics, or 

the alphabet In the reading class. As for individual problems, no voice 

class ever operates without much individual recitation. On those occasions 

the diagnosis of faulty voice production is made by the teacher, and cor

rective exercises for those faults Included in the vocalizing for the class. 

For those who share these certain vocal ills, the exercises will be cor

rective. To those who do not show such weaknesses, the exercises will be 

preventive.
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In consideration of the time element as a detriment to the Impatient 

high school vocalist, It has been proved that the added Impetus given 

the student by dally comparison of his progress with that of his fellows, 

and the regular competitions In public participated contests (discussed 

In later pages) arranged by the teacher, speed the learning process to an 

amazing degree. In addition, the fact that voice classes meet with the 

teacher far more frequently than most private students and teachers do, 

overcomes and exceeds any loss of speed that might be occasioned by group 

training. Thus the bugaboo of loss of time Is dispelled like mist in the 
morning sun.

In conclusion it seems reasonable to observe, that the evidence 

submitted on both sides of the question points strongly to a verdict In 

favor of the defendant, and guarantees the Voice Class Its place In the sun.



CHAPTER III

THE MUSIC IHB MOTIVE 

Philosophizing

Kith;the philosophy underlying the music education program as 

previously announced, still ringing In our ears, the focus of attention 
Is directed now to the first step toward the fulfillment of Its commit

ments; and the finger points to the subject of the choice of song 

material for the voice class as the first concern of the teacher. Upon 

the wisdom In selecting the music which is to motivate all following 

procedures, hinges the success or failure of the voice class, the victory 

or defeat of music as a dominant Influence upon the weaving of moral and 

emotional life-patterns, and the ultimate triumph or collapse of the 

over-all great purpose of the entire music program of "education for 

living." •

If the whole structure of the voice class program Is to be based
- ... ' ' . . ■ : • : - . "'v

upon the interests, needs. Impulses, and desires of the students, limited 

by their capabilities and the demands of their environment, the starting 

point for the choice of this music must be the students themselves, and 

It will perforce follow that the music which is to lead them to the 

achievement of the desired objectives will have to be Interesting, In

spiring and challenging. It must be active not passive In Its applica

tion. It must stir their creative instincts and demand from them the 

ultimate In performance, otherwise the acquiring of techniques will be 

but a travesty upon the real Intent. It must make the students "live
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On the other hand If musle Is to be a moral guide and an emotional 

stabilizer it must be chosen with that Idea In mind, and It Is the anti

cipation of the fulfillment of these purposes that shall be the criterion 

for the selection of such music Vas can reach beyond the Intellect and 

touch souls. The day of miracles Is past. There Is no magic In the music 

Itself that can achieve such noble ends, nor Is the teacher a master of 
legerdemain. The secret lies In the fact that "all great music Is an Inter

pretation of life and when it is recreated It has added another life-experience 

to the performer.,|2 How Important then, that only the best music be put Into 

the hands of these young people whose lives are to be affected by it. How 

Important that they have the proper setting In which to find it, and that 

they be guided right In the use that is made of It. There Is but a vague 

border-line between the actual moral difference In modern swing music and 

a Franck symphony. "The superior educative value of the symphony lies Ip 

the fact that one can do more things and more Important things with It."3

11th these facts In mind, the teacher charts the course for building 

the curriculum and sets out upon a voyage of discovery. Ahead lie the un

charted seas of budding youth beset with dangerous shoals of personal, 

emotional and social complexes. The success of the voyage will have to 

lie In the keen sensitivity of the teacher to the pounding waves of student 

opinion that occasionally rock the boat, and a sympathetic and understanding

navigation around the sometimes threatening problems of adolescent youth. 1 2 3

1. Hursell, James.
2. Hursell, James.
3. Hursell, James.
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and the unswerving determination to make the harbor.

Analyzing

Approaching the problem of analysis of the senior high school student 

In whose Interest the search for music material la to be conducted, the 

situation presents usually a very definite pattern of needs, desires. In

terests, and Impulses which are Inherent In students of that particular 

age-group.1 Referring again to these tendencies which were previously 
mentioned In this discussion, the teacher faces a class of students whose 

physical, mental, moral and spiritual unfolding— If It has been reasonably 

normal— has brought them to the borderline of development where they have 

on the one side the lingering view of a protected childhood, and on the 

other side a preview of the adult-life they are about to enter.

New Impulses have taken hold of them, and the first fluttering of the 

awakening sense of responsibility for their own lives, and a desire to assui 

it, are apparent. From their snug cocoon of self-centered thinking that has 

characterized then up to this time, they have emerged Into the light of new 

evaluations of their relationship to others; new and Intense loyalties to 
school, class, friends; new and Intriguing personal values In which they 

envision themselves as leaders among their fellows; new thrills as they 

set out cm their first adventures Into the fascinating world of romance; 

all of which must be guided, tempered and controlled to make then servants. 

Instead of masters, of the budding personalities, ffhat an Incentive to re

search for the teacher who takes the responsibility seriously, and what a 

chance for the full justification for the voice class In the high school
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If It is tailored to fit the situation and really works! Such a functional 

program can be made to work and the dream of an idealistic curriculum 

brought to life in concrete terms.

Vitalizing

From a recent survey of a hundred senior hl^i school students in a 

representative city of some hundred thousand people, there emerged a 

rather definite picture of what the students themselves were thinking 

about their own lives, their hopes, their Interests, the plans for the 

future, the direction they felt their education should take and the results 

they hoped for from it. Their frank statements corroborated the conclusions 

arrived at by the writer over a period of some twenty-five years of senior 

high school teaching experience, and have been converted into a workable 

blue-print for the planning of a purposeful music curriculum for the senior 

high school voice class. It includes all of the significant conclusions re

sulting from the survey, and is herewith submitted under the title of 
"LIVING LIFE LUXURIAHTLX.H



Main Theme

LIVING LIFE LUXURIANTLY 

Subsidiary Themes

Love
Love of family 

parents
little children 

Love of friends
Love of sweetheart

love aonga 
wedding music

Friend O’Ulne 
Tommy Lad 
To My Mother 
My Heart Is a Silent 

' Violin

LlbenSy
Wars for liberty

Rev. Ft, Civil,Span.Am. 
w.w.i., vi.fi.ii

Patriotic Holidays 
July 4th 
Armistice 
Wash.Birthday 
Lincoln’s Birthday

Typical Songs:
Pledge to the Flag 
Flinders Requiem 
Song of Liberty 
American Prayer 
Battle Hymn of Republic 
Laddie In Khaki 
Boys of the old Brigade

LaborLoyalty
Loyalty to home
Loyalty to school 
Loyalty to people 
Loyalty to country 
Loyalty to God

Typical Songs:
T.I.S. All Hall!
All Hall to the Badgers 
To Thee 0 Country

Laughter
Songs of Joy 
Songs of humor
Songs of activities 
that make happiness

Typical Songs:
Take Joy Home 
I Love Life 
Come Dance and Sing 
All a Merry Maytime

Work songs of self 
and other people.

AtPliaX SfiPjgn:
Water Boy 
The Brie Canal 
Railroad Chant 
Spinning Chorus 
All Day on the Prairie

Laxatlon

Lift _______ _
Spiritual lift 

Religious services 
Religious holidays 
Songs of hope

Physical lift 
Songs of action and

bravery
Emotional lift 

Songs of beauty
Typical Songs:
Lord’s Prayer 
Song of Vikings
Mountain*

Limelight
Vacation urge 
Call of nature 
Travel near and far 
Home-coming
Typical Songs:
California Here I Come 
I’m Going a Vagabonding 
To tho Field to the Hunt 
The Year*# at the Spring 
Coming Home

This theme is rather a 
result than a cause. It 
refers to the use of the 
music as a vehicle for 
getting the student Into 
the "limelight", which Is 
a much desired objective 
from the student stand
point because of hie new 
desire to be noticed, and 
of the teacher, for the 
poise it will bring to 
these young people. All 
of the repertoire should 
be utilized for the work
ing out of this theme.



Vacation Urge :
With the blowing of the. 
first warm winds of :
spring, the urge to leave 
our worts and get away to 
the out-of-doors, to go 
to new strange places 
and see new people over
comes us;, It Is then that 
music expressing the 
vagabond in us is most 
appropriate; It is then 
that either aimless wan
dering beneath the Open 
sky, or well-planned ob
jectives call ;ui; away '! 
from the monotofi^ of.;; : : - 
every ^ y  tasks to the 
romance of the highway. 
With our return to the 
commonplace. aga^.vmaie;;' 
helps us live it all- 
over again in ratroapeet:

I ’m Going a Vagabondlng 
Song of t W  Open R W A  
Wanderthirst 
Sea Fever
Little Winding Road 
Soiling Down to llo 
On the Road to Mandalay 
Call of the Sea 
All Bay on the Prairie 
A Vagabond Song 
Gypsy Trail

Vitalizing a Subsidiary Theme 

LAXATIOH

Call of Nature
The greatest pull of any 
vacation time Is tile ceil 
of nature and the out-of- 
doors. Every season has 
its beauty and charm..The 
spring when nature in : 
resurrection takes on new 
life, the woods, the sky, 
wind, waters, storms 
shimmering whiteness of 
winter, the colors of the 
autum— all beckon us to 
their enjoyment; Music 
that makes us live with 
nature has a wonderful 
appeal;

Suggested Songs
The Year?s at the Spring 
spring is a Lady 
bver the Land is April 
Wind’s In the South
Summer
Clouds
Trees .
(Mountains 
pewn in the Forest 
We’ll to the Woods 
{Sweet 0’ the Year 
hind in the Trees 
Rain
Grown of the Year 
Winter Bong 
Hunter’s Loud Halloo 
The Sleigh

Travel Hear and Par
Either in reality or in 
Imagination we all have 
a crying need for 
breaths from other lands 
or other localities in 
our own land. The thrill 
of new peoples, new 
customs, new surround- 
lags; music is the magic 
carpet which can carry 
us away from this pro- 
sale life to the lands 
beyond the sunset where 
we can get a new per
spective for our own 
living and a tolerance 
for others.

Near ' r  - ' ■ '
California Here I C a m  
Beautiful Ohio 
Carry Me Back to Old Virginny
Old Kentucky Home 

Far
Russia:
Volga Boatman 
Over the steppe

Floral Bane®
Italy >
Vignette# of Italy 
Veraccini Pastoral

Homecoming
The greatest thrill of 
all vagabondlag, vaca
tion or travel, is the 
homecoming. Again we 
call out songs of nos
talgia , of anticipated 
arrival, or realization 
of the importance of 
home to create a new 
and vivid emotional pat 
tern.,./":":'

'' Suggested Sons# .
Hills of Home 
Coming Home 
Home Sweet Home 
Homecoming 
Homing
Down the Trail to Home 

Sweet Home
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A blueprint in the hands of an unskilled artisan Is sometimes more 

detrimental to the success of hie project than no plan. For the sake ©f 
the inexperienced who might desire to work by the preceding blwprlnt of 

music education, a few suggestions as to its administration might be timely.

In drawing upon the themes proposed in the preceding curriculum plan 

for subject material, a favorable opportunity for presentation should de

pend wholly upon the time at which the students were particularly Interested 

In such a theme, and the music then should relate to pest, anticipated, or 

hoped for experiences of that particular group.

The teacher should be very alert to situations, tendencies, and all 
student reactions, and make the program appeal first of all by Its timeli
ness. It is possible to draw out the students In a number of ways If there 

is any question about their Immediate concerns, but it Is usually very 

evident what Interests or aspirations are monopolizing their attention at . 

any one time. . - ' -

It Is not hard to sense the trend of student interest at the beginning 

of the school year when the football season Is just getting Into full 

swing and the students are participating In pep rallies, pajama parades, 

and the other characteristic functions incident to the games. What better 

time could present Itself for the bringing out of school songs and other 

songs of loyalty, to foster that emotion while the Interest In that sort 

of expression Is In the ascendency.

Vitalizing the theme11 taxation," It becomes evident that the time to 

divert attention to vacation, travel or rest songs would be when a vacation



la either Imminent or very recently enjoyed. Then either In antici

pation or retrospect, through the medium of music -they could feel the 

thrills of the vacation time, have their pleasures in them multiplied 

by having shared them, and augment their appreciation of the music 

that makes them real.

Admittedly the element of timeliness is vitally Important in the 

handling of thematic material, and the subject-matter that contributes 

to the development of theses is the life-blood that activates all vocal 

procedures that assist in their unfolding. Bet there Is also a note of 

warning that sounds across these leading motives In this educational 
symphony, and It must not fall on deaf ears. That is the danger of 

over-emphasis of any one theme until the idea Is completely exhausted 

and the students suffer satiety. A guarantee against this mistake is 

an alertness on the part of the teacher to the approach of the saturation 

point In the pursuit of one idea, and before It Is reached effect a change 

of theme so that the emotional appetite of the students will not be sur

feited. Let it never be forgotten that In choice of materials and their 

administration the teacher of the voice class has a tremendous responsi
bility. "Furthermore, it cannot be done adequately except by those whose 

breadth of experience and understanding of both human purposes and social 

forces have prepared them to see subject-matter as matter of living Inter- 

action."1 '

1. Mursell, James. PS. 18?.



Glamorizing
Bow and why the music Is the motive of the voice class, has al

ready W e n  delineated In previous paragraphs of this chapter* It has 

also been pointed out that beautiful performance of the right music Is 

imperative because a faithful and adequate re-creation of the experiences 

of other people Is the only guarantee of the potency of music In the 

Influencing of the experiences of the students. There is, however, 

still another point to be made before exhausting the possibilities of 

misle as an educative force, and that Is the ultimate use of the music.

It Is not enough that the right music be selected and presented In 
the most effective manner at the psychological time. It Is not enough 

that the teacher help set fine standards of performance by showing them 

the advantages to be gained by a polished performance. The crowning 

feature of the whole program lies In the manner In which the voice class 

gives back the music to the listening public, after meticulous prepara

tion of It, and the practical use that Is made of every song that finds 

a place In the repertoire of the class.

At the outset. It cannot be stressed too strongly that there must, 

be nothing wasted. Every song, whether it be a solo or an ensemble 

number, must have an ultimate objective In public performance from the 

moment It is presented to the class. There must be an objective which 

will take the students before the public In some phase of community 

music service which will leave them exhilarated by the experience and 

with a greater respect for their own ability to function an musical
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citizens in the community.

The public Is cruel. It must be entertained, and adequately. 

otherwise it will not reserve Its critical opinion, even of the Immature 

vocalist, which is all the more reason for demanding mature performance 

from these high school people. But there Is, too, a grave responsibility 

resting upon the shoulders of the teacher, whose duty It is to see that 

the music has the proper setting for Its production, and to assure a maximum 

appreciation of it by those whose approbation Is so necessary to the morale 

of the students. A few suggestions relative to ways and means of public 

presentation might be helpful at this point.

The place for presentation of the products of the voice class la any

where in the community where music plays a part, and where the type of
.music taught would be acceptable. That means clubs, lodges, church ser

vices, patriotic rallies, community and army recreation centers, hospitals, 

school programs, private' parties and receptions, weddings, funerals, con

certs , - In fact, there Is no limit to the possibilities for appearances 

except the limits placed Intentionally through the choice of the music, 

which would bar the students from undesirable situations In which their 

moral and emotional well-being would be threatened.

The time for these public presentations should be as soon as the 

teacher feels the performance of the students would be accepted by a 

critical audience, and from that time on as frequently as possible and 

any time of day or night they are called upon. For along with the power 

to refine emotional responses that good music has, certainly one of its



bluest recommendatlems for education lies In Its ability to open so 

many doors of social opportunity. "The performance of muslc ls normlly 

a social act, creating music Is profoundly social In Its Inpllcatlons, and 

this Is one of the greatest arguments for teaching It at public expense 

In the schools. It cute across social levels and brings unity to all 

social classes. It gives chance for all peoples In all degrees of labor

to share In a common project. Performing should have as Its aim to create
■ ' 1

both the ability and the desire to express one's self musically.®

Surely the measure of the teacher of voice can well be taken by the degree 

of enthusiasm and the frequency with which She high school voice classes 

meet the demands made upon them for worthy music enterprises In the com
munity. ' / : -- v-. . ■ v: y - - ' % ' - \ . /

Since the advent of the radio, enabling even the most remote com

munities to hear the world's finest swale performed In unexcelled fashion 

by only a turn of the dial, It has become Increasingly hard to entertain 

the public with-the plain unadorned formal concert, no matter how perfect 

may be Its presentation. On the other hand, the moving-picture has 
brought to everyone everywhere the best In musical extravaganzas with 

elaborate staging and costuming, shown in technicolor and with the ac

companying music performed by outstanding artists of the world. This 

has not only made the listening audience hard to please, but the students 

themselves feel that musical presentations without a glamorous setting 

and the charm of costumes are not to be considered. 1

1. Mursell, James. Human Values in Pg. 65.



Ifcjst teasers agree that the average musical comedy that is within 

the histrionic ability of the young people has very little musical value. 

Even If adequate ones can be found, that would be only one fora of musi

cal presentation and the senior high school singers must not be limited, 

or worse still, typed by over-emphasis on one type of performance. How then 

can the teacher by-pass this objection and still have available all of the 

voice class repertoire? How,can a dozen different types of songs be pro

jected Into an attractive setting and dressed for the stage so that they 

will have eye-appeal as well as ear-appeal and thereby satisfy both the 

blase'listener and the eye-minded performer, the answer calls for a bit 

of showmanship on the part of the teacher, unlimited Imagination, and 

plenty.of hard work, and it is known as "unit building."

• Briefly, unit building Is organizing various types of unrelated \ 

songs Into a unified program that has a central theme which can offer 

opportunity for scenic effects, costuming, and a story which may be 

carried either by a narrator, or by lines from the performers if the 

teacher Is equal to the task of writing them. It will allow chance for 

pantomime, stage action, lighting effects, and other devices which will 
have both eye and ear appeal and will make the songs much more meaningful.

As an example of this type of organization, the following unit Is 

submitted as having been most successful from the standpoint of audience, 

performer, and music In Its presentation as a major spring vocal produc

tion by the voice classes of a class A high school In a city of a hundred 

thousand Inhabitants.

81.
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V-LETTER
In the spring of 1944, the United States was deeply involved In 

World War II and everybody was thinking in terms of the ear. The idea 

for the writing of this unit was inspired by the timeliness of the theme, 

and the fact that every radio program for weeks had been reminding the 

people to write to the boys overseas and for safe and speedy delivery to 

use the medium of V-mail. Added to this was the fact that many of the 

girls in the senior high school music classes were corresponding with 

overseas men, some were engaged to be married to men about to be acti

vated for overseas duty, and all were concerned with the idea of keeping 

in contact with our boys wherever they might be, around the world. Under 

the circumstances it is obvious why this theme would appeal as an appro

priate vehicle to unify a group of unrelated repertoire numbers so that 

they would appeal both to audience and performers.

The whole objective of course was to give a glamorous setting for 

the music by providing plot, scenic effects, costumes, and stage action 

to vitalize what otherwise would be a formal concert program. As this 

phase has been fully discussed in previous paragraphs, the specific 
plan of the V-LETTER will be taken up at this point.

The Plan

V-LETTER was presumably a letter written by a Tucson, Arizona, girl 

to her fiance overseas. In it, besides the romantic reminders of her 

affection interpolated throughout at reasonable Intervals, with proper 

restraint, she brings him a picture of the things that are going on at
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home in his absence, and the episodes of her dally life as she tries 

to carry on without him. As the letter Is read by a narrator, at cer

tain points the curtain rises and the episodes about which she is telling 

him come to life on the stage and are carried by pantomime, lines, and 

singing to a certain climatic conclusion. The narrator then picks up 

the story and carries it on while costumes and scenery are being changed. 

In addition, this unit has a patriotic prelude which creates the right 

atmosphere and leads naturally into the V-LETTER Itself. It closes in 

the same vein with the singing and dancing of the Victory Polka intro
duced in the postscript of the letter.

Prelude:

The Scenes

An oleo scene, combining a march-routine with the song.
Scene Is A Victory Harden Scene, in the patio of a Tucson home.

A house with French doors opening onto a terrace, cherry 

tree in full bloom, with flower-boxes and pots awaiting 
planting. Time, morning.

Scene IIi A Patio Party scene, afternoon of the next day. Same 

patio, but dressed for an afternoon garden party with 
quartette tables for guests, punch bowl on the terrace.

Scene Ills A Jitterbug Wedding scene, the locale the same. The entire 

wedding was the recounting of a dream and all lines of the 

ceremony were chanted to the rhythm of the jitterbug dance 

as the entire wedding party kept swaying to the jazzed 

rhythm of the Incidental music. (This was the comedy re
lief in the show.)

Scene IV: Same as the Prelude. Supposedly a street scene In the 

town, sometime later.
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Personnel

A view of the people involved Includes the Advanced Glrld Voice Class, 

Begimlng. Girls •Class, Boys1 Trie* Girls' Quartette, Girls' Trios A and 

B, Four soloists, three Accompanists. The case of principals embraced 

the foll(wl%;

Die girl . The gross The flower girl
The hostess Best Han Maid of honor

. lilss Mew York . . Father of the bride Bridesmaids (six)
Die bride D w  jilted lover Die minister

Program of Musical Selections 

Prelude

When Johnny Comes Marching Home................

Dearly Beloved................... ..............

Scene I She Works

Sweet O' the Year..............................

Bain........................................ .

Sometimes When Might is Nigh . . ... .... .....

0 What a Beautiful Morning (Oklahoma)..........

-v .. Scene,!! Sh^Plays
Over the Land is April.......................

Take Joy Home.......... ................ .

Wind's in the South............................

Doing the Samba....................... .........

Alt Wien............. .........................

What Do They Do in the Infantry................

Coming Borne. ...... ..............

.Arr. by Scott 

..........Kern. t- ■ ■ - ;

.........Bea#

........Curran

......Phillips

.......Rodgers

.......Charles

........Bassett

__ ....Scott
.....Jorgensen 

....Oodowsky

.... ..Loeaaer

....Willoughby



I Love You Truly (with apologies)......... ...............Bond

Incidental (accidental) Wedding fcsle

Wanting You......... .............................. ...........Romberg

I Love You.....  ..... .......................... ......Porter

' '■" : rnmie -,P.S. - ■ " ■
Victory Polka. .. . ..... . ... .. . .............S^m

Evaluation of the Unit

The success of this unit as an adequate Instrument for the utili

zation of repertoire material, coamends itself for having accomplished 

several specific results in the voice class program which deserve special 

mention. It was a musical success because It-presented on the whole a 

very high type of music requiring careful preparation and considerable 

ability to perform, but music which would be of permanent repertoire- 

value. Because of the nature of the production, directing from the 

stage was inconsistent, and although it would have been perfectly practi

cable to have directed the ensembles from the pit, on this occasion these 

large and small ensembles were trained with meticulous care to the degree 

of perfection where they sang beautifully from any position on the stage 

undirected. The stage management, handling of lights, properties and 

scenery were all taken care of by the students themselves without super

vision. The teacher acted as narrator in this Instance and was before 

the curtain carrying on the story and holding the audience during the 

time the curtain was down. Since this had to work to the minute it was 

a fine tribute to the ability of the students that they lived up to their



responsibility by keeplng the performance moving without a flaw.

Another victory for the music education program In the training of In

dependent capable entities.

From the audience standpoint It was a success because It was 

satisfactory from the standpoint of plot, beautiful for Its costume, 

scenic and musical effects, and Interesting because it was continuous, 
not having a single minute's wait between episodes from the first curtain 

to the last.

. The teacher was gratified by the results because the students de

rived the desired educational results from its production and had a : 

wonderful time doing It. The audience was satisfied and the teacher 

had her theories of Its efficacy proven. This unit can be duplicated 

many times and in numerous ways by anyone who has the background and 
imagination. We reeomend this type of device to those who are working 

In this field.



CHAPTER B  

PUMIM M l PORROSS

Earlier In these pages we disewered the music educator standing 

upon the eminence ewi^looklng the virgin soil he was about to cultivate, 

attempting to get the broad view of his task, discovering the possibili

ties of the soil, and envisioning the ultimate harvest he hoped to 

realize from his labors. Before he can.see the ripened grain rippling 

under the sunshine of public approbation, there Is much to.be done In 

the valley. He must come down from his philosophical heights and grub 

out the stumps of bad habits and then direct the plowing of the furrows 

to receive the seeds of vocal training he hopes to plant. It Is with 

the furrows we are concerned in this chapter.

Preparing the field for the cultivation Involves considerable work 

and effort. It has been agreed that there is much to be gained by plow

ing the furrows together, but It is for the teacher who has caught the 1 

vision from higher ground to carry Into the valley the plan for the lay
ing out of the field.

It has M e n  previously pointed out that the music Is the motive of 

all vocal techniques. If the harvest is to be "learning to live life 

luxuriantly" through the medium of music, then it must be from the music 

itself that we formulate the plan for laying out the field and starting

Its cultivation.
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The high school student singing at his plow must not be encumbered 

with the whole vision of the finished field. He Is there because he 

loves to sing and wants to do It better than his neighbor who Is plowing 

In the next field. He Is not concerned either about how the field will 

look at sunset or how the fields will appear In the days to come after 

the sun and rain of many efforts have contributed their bit to its p*ow- 

ing. He is turning the earth how and having a wonderful time doing it, 

singing as he works. So until sush a day as he, too, will be reedy to 

stand upon the heights and look back, the teacher m a t  hold the plan In 

mind always directing him into the proper efforts. Then when bis task 

Is finished, the student can look back and see the design that he has 

made as he has learned through the medium of music, the meaning of living 

life to the full. :

tilth the music In hand, the first objective Is to lay out the field 

along the lines that will lend themselves best to making the most of the 

music. It seems that there are about seven lines of procedure in ttiese 

first attempts to make a beginning In the actual techniques of cultivating 

the voice. Those seven avenues of approach are namely:

1. Tone quality 4. Intonation

2. Diction 8. focal technique

3. Interpretation 6. Stage technique

7. Vocal appreciation

A brief discussion of each may be helpful in clarifying these avenues 
of approach. ;



Tone quality

The development of;tone quality in the singing voice refers 

to the Bmoottilng, polishing and refining of its characteristic 

timbre, as one would cut and polish a precious stone until all 

of its possibilities for beauty are brought out and glorified. 

Unlike the precious atone, however, the voice is not put On ■ 

the emery-wheel, but Instead, the source of vocal beauty known 

as resonance is tapped so that its dullness is transformed ■ j ■. 
into a wormth and "aliveness* hitherto unheard.

Then, too, like the precious stone, it must have a uniform 

beauty in all parts of it as the stone la cut uniformly on all 

sides, so that no matter in what range level you may hear it, 

it always sounds the same lovely quality and does not change 

color. This desired characteristic Is known as ”eyen_scale,n—  

which briefly stated means showing the same quality throughout 

the entire range. The techniques for the achieving of these 

ends will be discussed in later chapters.

O W l m
Music is a language by which we convey to others our thoughts, 

feelings, emotions or experiences. The song is the ideal type 

of music for much a purpose as it combines words with the music 

which is far more adequate in the expression of definite Ideas, 

low very Important then that the enunciation of these words in 

singing be as distinct as possible so that none of the signifi

cance of the musical picture is lost.
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Clarity of dietl<m la not the t?hole answer, however, ae we may 

well know when we hear our hill-billy brothers slug, there Is 

a refinement of diction equally Important to the beauty of the 

song, and It Is with these two elements, clarity and refinement. 

that the study of diction Is concerned.

3. Interpretation

Briefly stated. Interpretation Is expressing the m o d  or senti

ment of the song, or telling the musical story effectively. Its 

Importance, however. Is much greater than appears on the surface. 

In reality Interpretation puts the "heart" Into the song. With

out It, or rather with poor interpretation, the whole signifi

cance of the music may be lost.

Music as we see it uponthe written page Is a cold dead thing.

In fact, It Is not music until itis brought to life through 

the medium of instruments or voices, and It Is with the anima

tion of the musical score that Interpretation is concerned.

The first requirement for an effective interpretation Is a 

thorough understanding of the mood, sentiment or story the com
poser meant to convey. Then with numerous Interpretive devices 

such as phrasing, dynamic and tempo shading, tone coloring and 

style, the significance of the words Is effected.

4. Intonation

Intonation refers to the pitch of tones In singing, and la one 

of the most Important elements of a tone. It is the one 

characteristic which can either augment or neutralize any other
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virtues the tone may have and It plays a major role In deter
mining whether the attitude of the audience toward the song 

will be one of perfect satisfaction and repose or Irritation 

and discomfort. Pitch differences can be so slight that even 

the natter of a vibration or two can spell the difference be

tween the success and failure of a performance. Surely this 

Item of good tone production deserves a place in the feltte- 
print of the voice class.

5. Vocal Technique

It Is by means of vocal techniques that the musical notes are 

conveyed to the listener. Techniques in song are to the voca

list what addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 

are to the mathematician. May we truly term them vocal pro

cesses by means of which the aural expression of the notes is 
accomplished.

As there are certain mathematical processes that are necessary 

to the solution of certain types of problems, so too are the 
definite techniques for the expression of certain ideas In 

singing necessary. The singer is called upon to accomplish 

the control of these vocal devices in order that he may draw 

upon them as they are needed. Interval skips, diatonic and 

chromatic scale passages, all types of bravura passages, porta

mento, staccato, syncopation, appoglatura, acclaeatura and 

recitative are some examples of such devices requiring tech

nique for performance.
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6. Stage Technique

The term stage technique sounds like just "another one of those 

things,", but In reality It is one of the most Important of all 

the "furrows." It means so much more than appears at first 

reading. On paper It means acquiring the various Items of con

duct on the stage so that the singer will not detract from the 

song by offensive stage deportment.

Reaching much farther than this superficial objective It Is the 

specific approach to the personality quotient. It Is the direct 

attack upon the problem of personality development and the art of 

selling the music. It is the mastery of this phase of the voice 
class work which contributes most directly to the development 

of poise, self-assurance and a feeling of ease In the presence 

of other people. What more Important feature could be Included 

in a study of this nature.

Specifically,, stage technique deals with entrances, exits, sing

ing position on the stage, attitude toward audience and accompanist, 

proper clothes and personality projection.

T. Vocal Appreciation

Perhaps the word "appreciation" is a misnomer for this phase of 

vocal education because appreciation Is an intangible reaction 

to certain Impulses that have a pleasurable effect upon the sub

ject. However, since vocal appreciation Is acquired as a result 

of very concrete experiences and the techniques Involved In tiw 

pursuit of this pleasurable reaction are very definite and



tangible, we will use It to designate the process of acquiring 

certain background that lends Itself to the stimulation of ap

preciation. •

Students usually respond wonderfully and with a satisfactory 

degree of appreciation tofamiliar things. The music they love 

and remember Is the music they know the best and have worked the 

hardest to learn and perform creditably. Thus, if we would 

have as broad a field as possible for their appreciation area, 

the logical thing to do Is to familiarize them with as many 

different things pertaining to the vocal field as possible.
In their own performance they are necessarily limited by im

maturity, degree of training, and narrow horizons of Interest. 

This fact leaves their own field of accomplishment comparatively 

small with relation to the entire vocal field. They are also 

confined by their training to a limited degree of difficulty in 

their own productions. However, there Is much real good to be 

derived from hearing as much of the fine music of the world per

formed by outstanding artists as It is feasible to introduce 

along with their own performance of musical works. Though their 

chief concern and pleasure will be In the things they do them

selves, there Is much to be gained in helping establish fine 

standards of achievement by hearing as much of the world*s great 

vocal music and as many of its artists as are within the realm 

of possibility. How fortunate Is the teacher of today in having 

the assistance of the modern miracle, the radio, which makes It 

possible to bring the world*s greatest music to the classes by 

only the turn of a dial.

33.
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Mot alone for Its aesthetic value, but for the sake of back
ground for the more efficient performance within M e  own limits 

of creativeness Is this element a happy addition to the equip

ment of thesinger* Ignorance of contributory elements is 

frequently cause for either frustration or embarrassment on the 

part of a singer and If the voice class does nothing else for 

the student, certainly it should Invest him with confidence in 

M s  own knowledge and abilities as they are measured in contrast 

to his fellows. It follows then that appreciation and background 

should occupy an important place In the voice class program.

The material for this part of the class follows this pattern.

. Comparison of voices with Instruments In Importance and effec

tiveness, types of voices as to range and quality, vocal ensembles, 

vocal forms simple and complex, opera, oratorio and an Introduc

tion to the world-famous singers.

Upon this foundation the educator evolves a design for the music 

education field and points the direction for plowing the furrows. The next 
concern Is for the "plow."

The. V.olce,, the Plow

The craftsman views the locale, studies M s  blue-print and then turns 

to pick up M s  tools to start the edifice he envisions In the architect* s 

plan. Unless he knows the tools of his craft and how to use them, the 

building will never be built. The plowman facing the rising sun of a new 

day In music education, with the teacher beside M m  to point the direction
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of the furrows, must still know the plow and how to use It before he can 

grasp it by the handles and begin turning the first sod of his vocal train

ing. •' • ; ■ "■ /  ̂ . : - ■ ■ ' •• . : : ' . -

To the average senior hlgi sehcx>l student, the voice is an abstract 

intangible thing which he cannot see nor touch and therefore finds his 

efforts very elusive. To him, voice training is rather like dealing with 

the occult end to even approach a measure of control or understanding re

quires a little of the supernatural. Yes, he has learned to play a piano 

or a violin, but that is different. He could get M s  hands on that and 

see it and comprehend how it works. But a voice —  well, it is on the in

side and that makes it too Inexplicable.

The answer to this misunderstanding that students very often have 

regarding the voice is to reduce it to the same terms as the violin or the- 

piano. Though they still cannot reach out and take it with their hands, 

they saa see it mentally end understand how it works. Then, with their feet 

on solid ground, they will be changed from defeatists who are afraid to 

touch the "plow" to eager enthusiastic apprentices who know how to 

for it with their minds and make it work.

the Voice Instrument
In the average senior high school voice class are to be found students 

who are somewhat ashamed to sing. That it is sissy to sing is repeatedly 

told boys by some of the athletes who see no virtue in any preeminence ex

cept physical superiority or by some of the band boys who think the only 

ticket to manhood is Issued on.their ability to toot a horn. A step in
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the right direction then. Is to point out the excellence of the voice 

Instrument In comparison to the other Instruments. Such a comparison 

may be based on showing what the voice has and what It Is capable of 

doing and on proving that no Instrument In the world can duplicate Its 

marvelous accomplishments. . - - .

Analyzing Instruments to see what makes them function, results In 

the discovery that all Instruments, whether string, woodwind, brass or 

percussion, have three parts, namely:

1. Motor - which furnishes the power 

8. Vibrator - which makes the tone . :
8» Resonator - which amplifies the tone and 

; . gives It beauty • ' - . .

For example, the bow of the violin Is the motor, the strings the 

vibrator, the box of the violin acts as the resonator with the sound- -

post as the focusing agency for the vibrations. , In the piano, the motor 

la the keys, the vibrator the strings, the resonator the box, with the 

sound-board behind the strings to gather and transmit the vibrations to 

the rest of the resonator.

In contrast with all other instruments the voice has all these three 

parts and one other that no Instrument can duplicate. That part Is the

articulator that produces the words. This, then, la the one thing that 

makes the voice the supreme Instrument. Then, too, the voice Instrument 

Is the only Instrument that has a "heart." In other words, it Is directly 

connected with our feelings and emotions and thus can express them far 

more effectively than any Instrument invented by the hand of man. The



picture of the voice Instrument then is as follows:

1. Motor - which furnishes power r the diaphragm 

B» Vibrator - which makes the tone - the vocal cords

Resonator - which amplifies and enriches the tone - the whole 

body, with hard palate as the sound board, and special em

phasis on cheat, mouth and head cavities.

4. Articulator - which utters the words - lips, teeth, tongue 

and hard palate.

Simplified diagrams which are minus physiological detail, show the 

manner in which these four parts function, so that students may get a 

mental picture of what they do and what they do not want la the use of 
the voice. Its Operation

Figure 1
The motor starts, lifting the 

breath up and over the vibrator
Correct hard palate

45«und board of which adjusts for certain pitches 
■ resonator - .

by subconscious control. The air
articulator

passing through the cords makes
the tone. If the throat is open as In yawn

ing, the tone will not be impeded but will

follow the course shown by the arrow hitting 

the soundboard (hard palate) thus throwing

the tone Into the resonator. The articulator 

puts the word in without hindering the func

tions of the other parts, and thus by perfect 

coordination of all the parts the tone pro

duced will be a good tone.
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The two faults most frequently found In untrained singers with 

their resultant distortion of the voice Instrument are shown In figures 

two and three.
Throat Interference 

If the walls of the throat con

tract In an attempt to force the 

tone up and out, the tone disappears 

Into the back cavities of the head 

and does not hit the soundboard.

Thus, tho tone will sound pinched and 

tight because it Is squeezed, and 

dull because the resonator Is not 

functioning.

Tongue Interference 
If the tongue Is tensed until

It Is thick and Is raised too high 

In the back of the mouth as shown in 

the diagram, the course of the tone 

will again be altered and It will

motor

not reach the soundboard. Though 

this type of tone is not.as tight as 

the previously described one result

ing frost squeezed throat. It still Is 

dull because It has not tapped the resonance cavities 

of the body for amplification, k combination of these 
two faults can well be Imagined.
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In the light of this simple analysis of the voice Instrument In 

action, the entire process of voice training may be reduced to two simple 

general terms^ These m y  serve to alter the perspective of the students 

and give them concrete Ideas on which to base an Intelligent approach to 

what seemed an abstract thing.

Generally speaking, voice training is "developing the four parts 

of the voice Instrument, and learning to coordinate them properly so that they 

support rather than neutralize each other." A detailed analysis of how 

to accomplish these two objectives will be taken up in later chapters.



CHAPTER V

CULTIVATING THE FIBU) .

It is right and proper that first of all in this discussion of 

class voice training the philosophies under-lying the whole plan for 

the development of the student via vocal music be given their inning. 

But there is nothing of any great Importance or of very great beauty 

la this world that has not been purchased at the price of blood, sweat 

and tears, and a lovely singing voice is no exception. It is well 

enough to dream dreams, but it takes work and sacrifice to make the 
dreams come true.

The artist cannot in the first flush of his enthusiasm over a sun

set, dip the brush into the paint and with a few deft strokes make a 

faithful reproduction that may shame the sunset Itself. Before he 

touches brush to canvas, be has behind him countless hours of training 

and practice through the painting of many pictures, which have taught 
him the techniques of catching the beauty of the sunset and reproducing 

it in paints. He has spent days In the study of blending colors and 

hours in training his hand to the touch of the brush.

The vocalist yearning to reproduce the beauties of the song must 

first serve his apprenticeship in acquiring his ’’basic training" in 

the handling of these various parts of his voice Instrument so they 

will serve him adequately in blending the musical colors and repro

ducing the musical picture.



Therefore, there Is not any contradiction of the philosophies 

previously set forth when definite techniques are outlined for constant 

study and drill, but rather It is an acknowledgment of their soundness 

to shot how really formal learning can become a pleasure If it be 

properly motivated by the music Itself. The secret, however, lies in 

the time and manner of Its presentation.

There could hardly be a greater blow to the effectiveness of a 

vocal music program than for the singer to feel Inadequate in tile re

creation of a beautiful song that makes an appeal and tugs at M s  heart 

for expression. Nor could there be.more of a set-back to the establish

ment of confidence In one’s ability than that of being found wanting In 

the art of appearing before an audience and providing a creditable 
performance.

Biographers tell us that our beloved diva, Ernestine Schumann- 

Helnk,*at the start of her vocal career as a small girl, was put into the 

hands of a vocal teacher who took all of her music away from her and 

kept the child singing nothing but scales for two years before she was 

given a song to slag. What a tragic beginning for a small girl with 

a glorious voice and a soul for alnglngl

The day of learning all of the answers first, before asking the 

questions, Is past. In the light of modern educational philosophies we 

pick up the music and from it come the questions. It is for voice class 

procedures to furnish the answers as they arise. But Heaven forbid



that the teacher lose the vision of the student-plowman with his. 

face toward the skies, singing as he •ortsat

Tone Quality

If we are to plase "first things first* In this diseusslon of how 

to master tlw skills of correct vocal production, surely the subject 

of developing tone quality will project Itself first into our thinking. 

It seems to be the foundation of the voice, the key-stone upon which 

all of the other techniques lean and from which they all radiate more 

or less as by-products. Surely It takes the commanding excellence of 

good tone quality to guarantee a sincere hearing of the other functions 

associated with It, and though we cannot completely divorce any one of 

the seven processes from their treatment as a whole, we can hardly fall 

to respect a certain preeminence In this function that commands our 

first consideration. As the student reaches for the plow to turn this 

first furrow *tone quality,* what are the handles he will have to take 
hold of?

I. Dla^iragm Breathing

A. Its Importance

As the excellence of an automobile Is measured by the 

excellence of its motor, so, too, Is vocal efficiency 

measured by the power and control of Its motor, tbs

diaphragm*
There are three elements of a tone —  quantity, quality 

and Intonation which are almost wholly dependent upon 

the operation and control of the diaphragm, and as a
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house Is no sore stable than its foundation, it folio** 

that ho voice la better than the motor that la back of It.

B. Advantages of Diaphragm Breathing

Referring to the diagram on page forty, me find the dia

phragm lying underneath the region of the lungs. It is 

the large muscle which, is Just under the lungs and which 

has its center of focus and activity in the soft area be

tween the end of the breast-bone and the waist line where 

the ribs branch right and left. (This must not be con

fused with the abdomen which la below the waist). For 

all vocal purposes it acta as a bellows expanding as the 

breath Is taken Into the lungs, then contracting and 

squeezing the loser lungs forcing the air up and out over 

the vocal eords in a lifting movement which has its pivot 

in the area at the point just under the ribs. As this is 

much lower than the breathing center for ordinary speech, 

and a reversal of the common effort of upper chest breath

ing, it might be well at this time to justify the use of 

th@ diaphragm for singing in the place of chest breathing. 

Over a period of many, many years of experimentation In 

the field of voice production by vocal authorities in an 
effort to discover the most effective use of the voice* 

the superiority of the diaphragm as the center of power 

for the voice was established on the basis of three im
portant advantages.
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1. : The diaphragm miscle la not as bound down by Its

■ attachment to bones as are the muscles of the chest, 

so It Is capable of much greater expansion, therefore, 

much greater driving power than are the chest muscles.

2 . Because It Is necessary to put all of the strain of 

lifting the tone on the motor, leaving the throat area 

unrestricted to permit the easy flow of the tone out 

from the vibrator. It Is a great advantage to have the 

”power-house" of the voice as far from the throat 

region as possible and thus effect the removal of all 
tension.

3. F m a  the audience standpoint It Is more desirable as 

It removes all sign of the singing effort out of range 

of vision of the listener who focuses attention upon 

the face of the singer. Thus, It becomes a contributing 

factor In establishing a feeling of repose In the

• listener by eliminating all appearances of effort from 

the performance of the song.

C. Correct Breathing

The art of correct diaphragm breathing Is such a vital 

factor In the development of the beautiful singing voice 

it must be viewed from every angle of usefulness. "As an 

athlete learns early that much of success depends upon his 

*wlnd' and the manner of his breathing"^ the singer likewise 1

1. Pitts, Carol Marhoff. Voice Class Method, pg. 8% "" "



soon discovers that It Is the solution of a great many 

of his problem. An analytical look at Its possibilities 

reveals that It eabodles four necessary techniques that 

are all contributing factors to Its usefulness In serving 

the singing voice.

1 . %  the quantity ©! breath Inhaled It establishes 

endurance.

2 . fly the rate of speed with which breath Is exhaled 

It gives control.

3. By malntalnance of a reserve supply It furnishes 
foundation for tone.

4. E|y the process of keeping breath under the tone, It

provides support. \ ^

With these four objectives in mind, the problem of how 

to acquire them presents Itself. First there must be an 

understanding as to how the motor operates to the accom

plishment of these ends, and which part of it is committed 

to the mastery of each process.

Consider the upper part of the lungs, or the chest region 

as the reserve tank which must always hold the reserve 

breath which gives the tone foundation, only drawn upon 

in emergency for unusually long phrases. To all Intents 

and purposes the chest remains quiet during the singing 

effort with just a comfortable amount of air always pre

sent to keep the tone constant la richness from the be

ginning to the end of It.
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The lower part, o p dl*|flirainatlc region ls: the activity 

part of the motor, or the real power-house of the voice. 

Tims, the breath seems to be used from the lower lungs 

Instead of the upper lungs. Finally:

1. Air is Inhaled clear to the lower part of the lungs 

by the process of expanding the diaphragm muscle Just 

below the ribs, lllce filling an Inner tube that one 

can Imagine is arotmd his waist.

2. Rlth focus of attention upon the pivot-point of the

diaphragm (the center of the front under the ribs)
■ ■ . .. ... - '•c ':' r .

the exhalation of air Is started by a little stroke

of the diaphragm at that point, followed by a steady 

lift of the "contracting diaphragm muscle as it pulls 

up under the lungs In the squeezing process driving 

the air out of the lungs and over the vibrator making 

the sound.

3. This process of lifting the tone on the breath gives
the tone support.

4. The ability to dribble out little or much breath as 

desired, gives control.
D. Exerclnes to Develop Diaphragm Breathing 

Exercise 1: Straight Breathing

Position: Chest comfortably full of air as for talking,

and passive through the breathing effort. 

Mouth open for all breathing exercises be

cause it is always open In breathing for
singing
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It is wise In early stages of learning dia

phragm breathing to place one hand on the 
cheat to keep check on Its passivity, and 

the other on diaphragm to suggest the move

ment and direction of the muscles during 

breathing proses*. After a degree of skill

is attained, this can be omitted from the
' - ' ■ : ;

breathing posltltm.

.The Breathing Effort

Push the breath out of the mouth forcibly by a 

midden jerk of the diaphragm up until the diaphragm 
is lifted as high as it can go. (Must stop there 

without exhausting the air in the chest)

Then expend the diaphragm as far as possible out 

again allowing the air to rush in and fill the 

lower lungs again ready for the next exhalation. 

This completes one breath.

Repeat, Inhaling on the count of 1, exhaling on 2 , 

Inhaling on 3, exhaling on 4, etc., until the count 

has reached 10 and back, thus;

1 ,8 ,3,4 ,6 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,10-10,9,8 ,7 ,6 ,5,4 ,3,2 ,1.

The count may be Increased to 80, then to 30, as 

the muscles become used to the strain of the 

exercise.

In taking these first steps in the mastery of cor-: : ■ '*
rect breathing, a word of warning might not be out 

of place. Watch carefully to see that the chest is
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X . ' • ' -

aa quiet as possible during this breathing, 

keeping the activity entirely In the diaphrag

matic region.

If dizziness accompanies this exercise, it Is 

either a sign that too much breath is being used 

out of the reserve supply, and It must be checked 

Immediately, or It may mean Just a result of an 

over supply of oxygen from such deep breathing to 

which the singer Is unaccustomed. This latter 

situation will soon adjust itself normally as the 

system becomes accustomed to a heavier%har##' 

oxygen, and will not muse any trouble whatsoever 

either,to the voice or to the system In general.

Exercise B: Staccato Breathing for Attach and Power Dev.

Position: Same as for Exercise 1, except that the

• teeth are brought' together 'as" for .:a' Msslng 

sound. ' ; ' ■ "• : ■ "

Attack: filth sharp strokes of the diaphragm up. force
the air out as violently a» possible In a 

hissing sound between closed teeth.

Counting for tills exercise begins with five 

counts and increases to ten as the muscles 

strengthen. One breath to each count very 

short and_sharp, thus:
• «i i* (» *

V  \ f \f >f \rSB as SB SB 88
1 2 3 4 6
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Repeat about three tines with slight pause 

between. .

A variation of this exercise, and very fine 

for testing development of attach and power. 

Is to have the student count instead of 

making the hissing noise.

Exercise 3: Dribbling -for developing control

Position: The same as for staccato breathing, with the

teeth together.

Effort: Take the breath by diaphragm expansion, then

attaeh as gently as possible from the pivot- 

point of the diaphragm, as this exercise is 

to develop control and the breath Is to be

dribbled out through closed teeth, as slowly 

as It is possible to hold it back. The ob

ject Is to see how many seconds can be con

sumed in completing the exhalation of one

breath without

chest.

The record for this exercise is taken by count

ing seconds. A fair way to compute control 

daily and over a period of time. Is to repeat 

the exercise about three times keeping count 

of the seconds, then strike and average for 

the day. Thus, score may be kept.from day to 

day and month to month and a fair estimate of

progress made.



B; Summary of Dlaphragni Breathing
The general aim is to get the most power with the least

effort.
Specific alms are: control, endurance, supper

foundation.

Exercises for their accomplishment:

1, Straight Breathing for support.

2. Staccato Breathing for attack and poser develop

ment

3, Dribbling for control and endurance

These exercises should be very carefully practiced as often as 

possible dally until they become well established» and then continued 

with all vocal setting-up exercises for a ,few minutes always before sing

ing, to insure definite forming of habits that will make the breathing an 

automatic response. Neglect of this phase of practice will result In a 

very definite decline in other phases of voice production, as so many 

other processes depend first of all upon diaphragm support. However, 

let it be distinctly understood that these first exercises are only for 

the purpose of establishing the underlying principle of correct breathing 

and as far as possible the perfection of the use and control of the 

breath should be worked out in the singing of the songs. (See conclusions 

on page 73 ). There is nothing to be gained by separate treatment, and 

much to be lost by it. It is by the use of it In the songs themselves that 

the artistry is achieved and not by the monotonous pursuit of breathing 

exercises divorced from the singing.
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II. Voice Platting

4. Purpose of Voice Placing

With a start made In the technique of correct breathing, 

the "motor" all warmed up ready to start the voice In

strument Into action, the next concern Is preparing the 

other parts of the instrument to receive .the tone as it is 

lifted up by the force of the diaphragm, convert It into 

words and send it out reinforced by the resonator to carry 

its message to the listener. Thus far, the focus of at

tention has been on the power-house of the voice and the 

handling of the "fuel" that operates It. The next step 

Is to project the vibrator, resonator and articulator 

into the singing process, coordinating them perfectly and 

achieving the objectives of good tone mentioned previous

ly , viz., even stale and resonance. To accomplish this 

It requires a certain focus of the tone in a certain place 

In the instrument, and that process Is called "placing the 
voice."

It has been pointed out that polishing of the characteris

tic timbre of the voice and making It sound uniform 

throughout the entire range Is developing even scale; 

while intensification and enrichment of the tone by the 

addition of supplementary vibrations from the various re

sonating cavities of the body gives It resonance. Attack

ing these problems through the media of the four parts of 

the voice Instrument, the solution lies in the proper
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fuitotltming of the parts. Mostly It means removing 

all Interferences to their normal operation, which will 

result In effecting the beauty of tone that la desired.

B. Vocal Position

To produce the Ideal situation for the production of a 

good tone (as shown In Figure 1, page 37) to permit the 

unobstructed passage of the tone from the vibrator to the 

hard palate (sound-board of the voice), the various parts 

of the instrument must be in the following positions:

1. Lips - forward as far as possible and turned 
out like the edge of a trumpet. This position 

serves to help pull the tone away from the 

throat, and asaistB also In converting air of
■ the breath Into tone without waste.

2. Corners of the mouth - coming continually 

closer together as though they were trying to

. \ " '■ ■ r touch. ' ' ' ' ' ' ; ' ' ^ - ' '

3. Tongue - lying as low In the mouth as possible 

with the tip against the lower teeth when not 

being used directly In articulation, with the 

muscles relaxed until It is as thin as possible.

4. Throat - held open In yawning position so as to 
permit unobstructed flow of the tone from the

vibrator to the sound-board. .
- " - " - - - . ... - . ' . "  - . . _ _ - ' ' - - . - .



5. Jaw - loose and flexible always working freely 

as It Is necessary to open the mouth wider the 

higher the pitch becomes.

6 . Teeth - as far apart as the enunciation of a 

pure vowel will allow. The wider the better.

Singing In tills position Is called a "vertical" style am 

the mouth cavity looks long and narrow, lips forward and 

tiie corners close. This exaggerated style can be gradually 

modified to a more normal mouth position as the voice be

comes properly "set" In the correct placement, but when
ever It Bounds a bit out of focus It can be quickly brought 

back by again assuming this exaggerated position. It Is, 

however, Imperative that these singing techniques all be 

greatly exaggerated In the beginning to even approach a 
correct handling of them.

Attacking the Tone

In any problem of coordination of mind and muscle It is 

always best to begin by taking one thing at a time, fo

cusing on It and working it out so that It works well 

alone, then developing another, and finally combining them.

So far the motor has been explained and tuned up ready 

for action; the vibrator (the vocal cords) lying In the 

larynx Is ready to receive the air that Is to to driven 

across It to start It vibrating, for as the vibrator Is 

regulated by subconscious control. It is ready as soon



aa the singer thinks the pitch he wants; and the other 

parts of the voice Instrument are all in position to re

ceive the tone as It comes from the vibrator. Everything 

Is in readiness for the attack.
1. The attack

a. breathe dlaphragmatlcally.

b. at the moment of Inhalation assume all of the 

correct positions of the mouth and throat.

e. with a short sharp stroke of the diaphragm* 

lift the breath vigorously over the vibrator 
and stralgit to the hard palate behind the 

: : ttstti. : "• : ' '' : \ : \
d. "sustain'to* tone by a steady lift on the

diaphragm after tlw first sharp attack stroke.
2. Exercises for the attack

It is well to begin attack on a neutral syllable 

(that Is, without pitch) using the sound "uh"* 

which has a tendency to lower the back of the 

tongue and keep the throat wide." ■ ' ■ -" ": -î .
Exercise 1: ^Neutral syllableill 11
... , ....,1" ■ 2 3 4 5 , :

Ccmtlnue until the pro^r coordina

tion between diaphragm and mouth 

position Is obtained.

54.
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Exercise 2i On pitch

:* m m
uh uh uh tth uh uh uh uh
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Progress up by half steps, but do not

carry this uncoveredvowel very high

lest it slip back into the throat. Prom

middle C to G In the staff Is enough

range for this Initial exercise cm attack,
3. Precautionary Measures

In making a smooth clean-cut attack, watch for signs 

of a click originating in the throat region. This is 

caused by a sudden contraction of the throat around the 

tone and is known as the "glottis stroke." It is in

correct and is to be avoided. The pure attack should 

be smooth with no sound of interference and no sensations 

except at the center of the diaphragm where the tone 
starts.

Beware, also, of a slovenly approach to the pitch. lit 

the pitch directly in the center with the first diaphragm 

Impulse and do not slide into it. This very disagreeable 

practice of feeling for the tone and sliding into it is 

known as "scooping." Quite a common fault of untrained 

or poorly trained singers.

Handling the Vowels and Consonants.

1. Foreword .
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From the time the singer has mastered a reasonable degree 

of aceursey In the use of diaphragm breathing, and acquired 

a reasonable amount of efficiency In making a clean-cut at

tack, he becomes Involved In adapting these two techniques 

to the handling of all vowel and consonant combinations so 

that he Is prepared to sing any and all words without disturb

ing the smooth flow of tones to their proper destination on 
the soundboard of the voice.

Let It be understood from the first, however, that exercises 

for breathing, attack, purification of vowel sounds, and all 
of the others are practiced l& conjunction with the songs.

At first It la well to supplement the actual singing of songs 

with concentrated practice on each vowel until he has learned 

to handle It In a!^solitaire* setting, but after having covered 

the vowel sounds In concentrated #m@tlce, future exercises for 

pure diction and placement of tone must be taken right out of 

the song on which he is working. The continued practice on 

separate vowel sounds from that time on may be done In a 

superficial way as pert of the preliminary warming up exercises 

to help maintain these skills.

Exercises for the handling of-vowels must be comprehensive 

enough to demand the proper functioning of the motor, vibrator, 

articulator and resonator. Up to this point, there has been 

no special mention made of the work of the articulator or re-. 

senator, except as-their proper functioning Is a part of voice 

placing. However, It will be shown on later pages how these

,
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exercises are over-lapping In their benefits toward 

the training arid development of all functions of the 

voice.

2 . Effective Exercises for Voice Placing

a. As far as the students are concerned, their minds 

should not be cluttered with thoughts about "voice 

placing." That should be one of the subtleties 

indulged in by the teacher alone. To them, these 

exercises are merely for the purpose of bringing 

out the lovely qualities of their natural voices 

and to free the parts of their Instrument so they 

can use.them normally to sing a song beautifully.

If any questions arise about the feel of certain 

tones in certain pitch levels as being In one place 

and other tones In another place, then the teacher 

may consider It the psychological moment to speak 

technically of this very abstract matter and It *111 
mean something. Otherwise the student will have 

plenty on his mind if he maintains a perfect singing 

position and gets the diaphragm to functioning pro

perly. If he accomplishes those objectives the 

voice will place itself. The secret lies in freeing 

the parts of the Instruments so they can function 

normally and these other desired results will follow.

#
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b. Order of Vowels for practice should be from the 

easiest to the most difficult, and that procedure 

results In this order*

long vowels - oo, oh, ah, a, e, 1 

short vowels- uh, ih, eh, aah

e. Order of consonants depends greatly on the needs 

of the singer. It le usually best to vocalize at 

first using "m" with all vowels as the nasal con

sonant pronounced In the front of the mouth assists 

very materially in helping bring the tone forward 

from the throat. -

d. Specific Exercises for Placement .

Exercise 1. Attack m  Single Tones

Moo moo moo moo moo 

Exercise 2. Staccato Arpeggio

Moo moo moo moo-



Exercise 3. Staccato Arpeggio and Scale

Moo boo boo moo-

Exerclse 4. Legato Arpeggio and Scale

- Exercise 5. Octave Skips

Ail exercises should progress from lonest to

highest range by half steps and using all of 

the vowels in order previously named. Other

vocalises may be originated by the teacher if

they prove to be sound in their results. 

Special Treatment for Male Voices 
1. Nasal Placement for male voices

The nature of the male voice makes it possible to use 

what Is termed "nasal placement" to give the upper 

notes of the male voice cover, and relieve the strain



on the throat which men’s voices frequently show In 

high register. This must not In any way be confused 

with the term "nasal quality" which Is a disagreeable 

twang on the tone to be avoided. In reality, It means 

adding the nasal resonance to the tone by the simple 

expedient of dropping the soft palate down, thus per

mitting the tone to pass through the nose as well as 

the mouth. The soft palate is the valve between the 

mouth and the nose and can be used at will after the 

feeling of Its control la finally achieved by the singer 
This placement seems to put the soundboard of the male 

voice In the nasal cavity Instead of on the hard, palate.

as 'there Is a definite sensation of vibration In the 

nose, and If It Is handled with proper finesse, solves 

several problems for the male singer and adds much In 

ease and effectiveness by:

a. Taking the pressure off of the throat

b. Giving the tone added warmth and beauty

e. Handling high tones without strain 

Technique for Developing Nasal Placement

a. - To all of the other technique# used for place

ment of women’s voices, add the "hum" effect

to every tone thus making it come out through

both the mouth and the nose. A tone then la 

the usual tone plum the hum.
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b. To offmt extreme nasal quality this

placement may produce If handled poorly, keep 

the mouth open quite wide so that the resonance 

mixture will not have too much of the nasal

variety In It, but the resonance from mouth 

and chest cavities will counteract some of

the surplus nasal resonance, (the question of 

the resonance mixture will be discussed later.) 

e. Frequently it Is helpful for the teacher to 

suggest a little different focus for the tone 

In the male voice to prevent too much forward 

placement. In that case, a suggestion that the 

focal point for the tone be the top of the head.

with the soft palate down and nasal resonating 

cavities catching the vibrations as the tone

3.

goes by, sometimes serves to produce a little 

more relaxation and looseness In this covered 

type of singing and eliminates an over-dose of
nasal resonance In the tone.

Exercises for Developing Nasal Placement 

Exercise 1. From Hum to the Vowel.

Ha-— —oo He — —— -oo lira--— — oo Etc.
(use all the vowels)
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flake a good hum and then Just open the lips for the 

vowel without changing the position of anything In

side the mouth, Just adding the vowel to hum 

Exercise 2. Yaah Yaw (Completely nasal)

yaah - - yaah - - yaah - - yaah - - yaw 
yaah - - yaah - - yaah - • yaah - - y m

This exercise must be exaggerated as much as possible 

to s=t «n .ntlrely nasal unpleasant tone, like e child , 

would do If he were ridiculing or teasing someone. It 

Is not meant to be a pretty tone, but has great value _ 

In getting the student to feel the nasal sensation he 

should have In all of his tones. After doing It with 
"yaw" until he has the completely nasal twang, then go 

to the other vowels Just as he would In any other 
exercise.' " ' ' '

Other Exercises

The same exercises that will be helpful in placing 

the girls1 voices will serve equally well with the boys1, 

with the addition of the humming effect In everything. 

Instead of singing and thinking an ordinary "moo” as 

the girls do, let the boys lean always toward the "n" 

with every vowel, as though they were going to sing



"moan* and were anticipating the "nM a bit. This 

feature of handling the male voice is one of the 

hardest bits of teaching the voice class teacher has, 1 

and success Is purchased only by the price of "patience

and eternal vigilance." Unless the teacher is deter-
- • '  . - . ■ ■ ■ : ■ . 'mined, it will not be done. But it is well worth the

effort, paying marvelous dividends on the Investment 
of time 'and': patience•

Resonance

A. Already many references have been made to that characteristic 

of tone called resonance and It seems fitting at this point 

to clarify the meaning of the term and make proper recogni

tion of Its importance with relation to good tone quality.

Its place in the development of good tone must not be mini

mized. It is the element that imparts the most beauty to 

the tone, gives it the sound of having been vitalized, and 

gives the tone carrying quality. It is an element that 

rather defies description as it is rather tactual than aural. 

However, for the sake of clearness, it may be said to. sound 

like a slight wave in the tone. If visualized from the 

aural sensation It produces, a resonant tone compared to 
one that lacks resonance would give somewhat of an Impression 

like the following:

Resonant Non-resonant
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Here Is where the student sometimes gets a wrong Impres

sion. He confuses this vitalized tone with one that has 

a definite wave and so he begins using the muscles of his 

throat and moving his Adam*s apple up and down producing 

an exaggerated false wobble which Is called a tremolo, 

and la very, artificial and unpleasant. The following Il

lustration will differentiate between resonance and tremolo: 

Resonance .... . Tremolo

In the former, the pitch remains very definite In outline 

with only the amplification of Its true vibratfm# a*^ 

coapanylng It. In the latter, the deviation above and 

below the pitch level Is so pronounced it Is hard to dis

tinguish the true pitch of the tone. The secret of re

sonance lies in the manner In which It is produced.

B. Source of Resonance

... If we examine the resonator of the voice we will 

find the main part of It composed of a series of three 

different compartments, the chest cavities, mouth, and 

head cavities,.all connected by the tube, the throat, and 

the valve, the soft palate in the roof of the mouth. When 

the voice Instrument is handled properly, doors connecting 

these resonating cavities open, permitting the tone to 
vibrate In these rooms, thus gathering vibrations that
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reenforce and enrich the tone. The result of adding 3 

resonance to the tone changes a weak colorless tone sent 

up by the vibrator Into a rich musical one that has ring 

and depth.

Without going deeply into the physiology of It, let 

us just say that the flow of tone Into these cavities can 

be controlled by the way the mouth, throat and tongue are 

used, they can be connected or s!»t off at will arid that 

explains what we mean by placing the voice. It means 

regulating the operation of these resonating cavities by 

changing singing position Inside the mouth or with the 

lips. This control gives us great eolor variation In 

singing. If and when It Is mastered. In reality, resonance 

Is not mode. It is rather a result of having produced"the 

proper situation In the voice so that the resonator may 

be free to function and project its vibrations into the 

tone. Thus, It Is not an artificial mechanical effort but 

remits naturally after removing all Interference so that 

the resonator of this glorious Instrument can function 

normally. It must be remembered tiiat we are not creating 

a new Instrument, but merely freeing one already fearfully 

and wonderfully made.

C. The Resonance Mixture

It we are to draw at will upon the vibrations of 

these various parts of the resonator, we must know what
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the Mrecipe” Is, for a well-balanced, beautiful tone, 

and what "Ingredient* each of these resonating centers 
Is capable of projeetlng Into the tone.

1. The chest - furnishes the depth, the ceWo- :

like quality of the tone. •

2. The mouth - furnishes the brilliance and dash 

of the tone.

3. The head and nasal cavities - give the warmth 

and sweetness, the eympathctle quality.

It must be understood, however, that no tone is per
fect unless it has some of all three types, no matter how 

strong one may be at any one time, or how weak the others, 

their proportion depending on the pitch of the tons.

"As the pitch ascends, the chest resonance 
grows less, the mouth resonance increases 
and the head resonance predominates. As 
the pitch descends, the opposite is true.
The mouth remains, however, always the cen
ter of the effort, the core of the voice, 
but depeMent upon the assisting resonators, 
the chest and the head. This is what makes 
man different from, and above the animal.
It makes language possible, and threw# the , 
development of language throu# countless

:• •i-sine. . : . ■ :
How are we to know in what proportion to reach for ( . 

these qualities of tone which emanate from the chest, mouth 

and head? There must be some guide to tell us when a tone 

is right. As our sense of taste Is the guide that tells

1. Witherspoon, Herbert. Singing, pg. 23.
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ua when a cake has the proper proportions of certain 

Ingredients, so, too, the musical ear must be the "court 

of last resort" in deciding whether the tone is perfect.

If it is over-charged with any one type of resonance, we 

can sense it. For example, a tone with too much head 

quality has a "booty" sound to it and lacks ring; we call 

it a "white" tone. If the mouth resonance is too strong, 

the tone has the effect of "yelling," and it startles the 

ear as much as a too vivid red startles the eye; while a 

tone that is minus all but the heaviness of the chest re

sonance is termed "chesty" and "coarse." It is then with 

the proper blending and proportioning of these "Ingredients" 

that we are concerned in the placing of the voice and the 

. development of "even scale."

Much has been said of the three sections of the resona

tor, tut no aamtlon thus far of the part the remainder of 

the body plays in the function of resonating, except to ac

knowledge on previous pages of this work that the whole 

body is the resonator of the voice. 9y way of explanation. 

It has been definitely proved that the entire body vibrates 

in sympathy with the vibrations set up in the three centers 

of resonance previously discussed, much as the entire box 

of the piano reacts to vibration, or the violin responds • 

in its entirety. But analysis of its definite action as 

part of the resonator is beyond the ability of this writer.



However, the evidences of Its manifestations like some 

spiritual phenomena, eamiof be Ignored, but like 

the spiritual phenomena, must for the present at least 

be accepted "cm faith."

IV. Registers

A. Recognition of Registers In Singing

A discussion of voice placing, resonance and the even

scale would certainly be Incomplete without reference to
.............. ■ - ■ : - ■

"registers," for no matter how the teacher would like to Ig-
.. - - . - ' .. . . . : ... ... -- .. ' '

nore their existence they are everpresent presenting a problem 

to be grappled with, a M  any attempt to deny their existence 

is just playing the ostrich,-so to speak. Hmiever, wisdom 

rcgEtrdlng their handling makes it advisable to Igmre the Is

sue until it has actually appeared In the voices of the class 

and teen discovered by the students themselves. It Is time 

enough then to make satisfying explanation and to offer the 

cure for the impediments to the development of the even scale 

which they present.

To put the matter simply, there are three levels of pitch 

In the voice, and at the point where the larynx seems to make 

an adjustment to the next level, a little added lift Is required 

of the breath and a slight adjustment in the singing position 

of the mouth so that this shift from one level to another Is 

made very smooth ly and without noticeable change In the color



of the tcme. If this shift Is not node correctly, there will 

be what Is connonly called a "break" In the voice and after a 

break, a noticeable change in color which, of course, results 

In a very uneven scale.

Students sonetines get a clearer understanding of the 

meaning of registers and their effect on the tone, if they are 

compared to the gears of n car. They are familiar with the 

low, middle and high gears that are necessary to pit the 
machinery into Its highest speed, and the effect it has on the 

smooth running of the car If the shifts Into different gears 

are not made smoothly, resulting In the jerking of the car.

The voice, operating on a similar principle goes through Its 
three gears to attain Its highest pitch level, and unless the 

shifts are made correctly the flow of tone will be unpleasantly 

interrupted by a vocal jerk ' ©r ‘break. ’
To the question"why.do we have these breaks, we refer back 

to the discussion of resonance and attribute the need for these 

different levels of tew and their resultant adjustment of the 
larynx, breathing effort and singing position to the fact that 
It Is necessary to maintain the proper ‘resonance mixture 

that these adjustmenta be cade, partially shutting off one re

sonating region while opening and reaching for vibrations In 

another. Since the smooth negotiating of registers results in 

even scale, awl because breaks In the voice are always more
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n *

to the next as vocal

together, It takes more lift to get 

Likewise, to accommodate this adjusi 

brought a little farther forward in

rises. The secret lies

it the to be 

the pitch 

he tone for

ward gradually rather than abruptly, with added lift of the 

diaphragm and changes in singing position of the mouth and 

lips. The following procedures have been found very helpful 
in accomplishing this objective.

1. Start in low register in what we call "speaking 

voles placement." Ho unusual mouth position, and 
throat moderately relaxed from the position of 

yawning in which it is held for higher levels.

2. In ascending the scale, as the first breaking 

point approaches, give adequate diaphragm support 

to lift the tone easily to higher levels and 

gradually pull the lips into the singing position 

and open the throat wider as previously described, 

until the tone has slipped into the second area of 

pitch.

3. Following the tone with the lips until the most 

pronounced forward vocal position is attained, the

upper head tone level will be reached easily and 

naturally. Always remember, however, that the 

mouth opens wider with every ascending tone.
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pronounced in vocalists vho have over-emphasized one type of 

resonance and placement we believe the above theory to be the 
reason for registers. , v-- ;

B. Locating the Breaks . t

Breaks are observable in each voice at a point commen

surate with the range of the voice, and even then they vary 

with different individuals. Approximately the first break 

In high voices comes somewhere In the vicinity of first line 

Men in treble clef, and again near.third line "b" where the 

tone changes more to head voice quality. In low voices these 

breaks will appear usually two or three tones lower In both 
Instances. However, even those of same range differ with the 

individual as to the exact pitch of the break. It Is very 

evident that these breaks occur much more noticeably In low 

voices which have over-emphasized chest and mouth resonance 

and placed the tones far back In their mouths to get It, than 

the voices of the high singers who have,by virtue of the fact 

that they had to find a forward placement to sing high at all, 

leaned toward upper pitch levels. - -

C. Blending Registers •

In prescribing any kind of corrective exercises, the basis

for choice Is always to find the exercises that will make it 

Impossible to do the things that cause the difficulty. In this 

Instance, we have so far established the theory that there Is 

need for special lift of breath In bridging from one pitch level



gradually relaxing Into speaking voice placement 

as the lowest breaking point approaches.

5. It is sometimes helpful to go Into nasal place

ment for the last level Sb  a descending scale 

passage by dropping the soft polate In the roof 

of the mouth as is done for nasal consonants. That 

will always serve to assure a smooth blending and 

can be used very nicely especially by contraltos.

8 . As a painter blends colors by stroking with his 

brush from one to the other back and forth, so,

too, the vocalist can blend tone colors by using
' ■ - ' ■ ' " ....  ■'

scales freely, running from high to low, then re

versing the process carrying the qualities of one 

level down into the other and mixing them somewhat 

with those of the other, then running the color of 

the lower level up until both are so nicely blended that 

their limits are lost In the smoothness of an even 

scale.

Exercises for the Blending of Registers

(alternate all syllables)
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BKerclse 2 . Scale- Variation 1

moo-
(altermte all syllables)

Exercise 3. Variation*!

mh-I now will use 
my singing voice;

I now will use 
my speaking voice

mate vowels)

Use all blending exercises In low range and run up 

only high enough to Include the breaks.

Use alternate vowels, and progress mostly by half 

steps.

D. Conclusions

During the course of presenting these different techniques 

that seem to be needed In the development of good tone, and 

working to achieve a degree of perfection In their use, the 

song itself Host not be lost In the maze. Without the song 

there Is no need for attack, breathing, blending of registers,



resonance and all the rest. Again, it must be emphasized 

that the beacon-light guiding the way to all these techniques 

is first of all tTthe song.n

the teacher, conscious ever of the proper song to fit the 

current Interests of the class, may also be equally astute in 

choice of song material to develop the students of the class 

along the lines that seem weakest at the moment, so that all 

phases of the development of tone quality may be kept coming 

along neck and neck with all of the other techniques so that 

always a fine balance is maintained in the technical progress 

of the vocalists. How simple it is, if the teacher has a 

reasonable degree of alertness in these matters, to choose a 

song that is really demanding on breath support, if the dia

phragmatic breathing seems lagging; or how adroit to select a 

song full of scale passages for a class that is showing rather 

Indifferent handling of registers; and how subtle to impress 

the students with a need for resonance by confronting them 

with a selection that has long sustained phrases. Again, we 
reiterate "music Is the motive.*

Diction

The preeminence of the voice instrument as a medium of 

expression is unquestioned because of; its ability to enunciate 

words. That ability intensifies a thousandfold the effective- . 

ness of the Instrument in conveying thoughts, ideas or senti

ments, or la telling a musical story, thereby making it superior



to all man-made Instruments.

It M s  M e n  stated that lovely tone-quality Is surely the 

foundation of the voles because It takes the commanding excel

lence of good tone-quality to^guarantee a sincere hearing of 

the other functions. To this statement we heartily subscribe.

But surely second only In Importance to the beautiful quality 

of a voice Is beautiful diction. It might be fitting to say 

that the tone-quality la the "setting," the diction the beauti

ful "gem" It holds, each lending elegance to the other.

There Is many a person In every audience who Is not a con

noisseur of gems of this type, and who Is Incapable of very 

critical analysis of its detail, but even he can appreciate Its 

sharp delineation and the sparkle that comes with the element 

of "clarity." On the other hand, the vocalist must also bow to 

the aesthete who is capable of appreciating the most minute de

tail , and he oust be sure that his gem of diction will bear the 

most expert scrutiny. It Is then with these two elements we 

wish to deal in the development of diction, clarity which guaran

tees complete understanding of the words, and refinement of 

diction which adds beauty and charm to the singing.

A. The Articulator

Open the articulator of the voice falls the responsi

bility for the development of perfect diction. It is 

composed of lips, teeth, tongue and hard palate, and 

the operation of these four parts without Impeding the



functions of the other parts of the voice, is the 

technique that claims our attention.

B. deneral Tendencies la Articulation

At the outset It seems that anyone who is able to 

speak normally well should likewise be able to enunciate 

well for singing. But even the speech of most of us 

Americans could profit greatly by clarification and re

finement, end since speech on pitch is far more demand

ing, It Is evident that there is considerable room for 

Improvement In even the best of us.

The general tendency In the articulation for 

speech is a slovenliness in pronouncing words by an in

different use of the lips and tongue which results In 

IMlstimt pronunciation. Also, there Is a bad handling

of the vowel and consonant sounds which very often spoils
. , . ■ • - -
the opportunities for beauty that are possible In the 

language. These two faults must be corrected. By an 

exaggerated use of the articulator for a time, until 

correct habits are formed, and an understanding of the 

handling of vowels and consonants established, these 

tendencies toward poor diction can be eliminated. It is 

also to be noted that good diction adds greatly to the 

beauty of the tone, mien a word la pronounced correctly 

it very often opens resonating cavities to the tone that

76.
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otherwise would not tove been used in its prodwtlee, 

thus adding more resonance with its proportionate 

beauty.

C. The Principle of Articulation

A mental picture might be helpful In guiding the 

student in his first lessons in diction. If the arti

culator lIs to be operated mentally as we have suggested 

before, his process-pattern will be of great benefit in 

taking the first steps to perfect diction.

Take the student with you in Imagination to the 

bank of a small stream where, as it ripples by, he tosses 

pebbles into it. The pebbles make a splash for an instant 

and then are gone while the stream moves steadily on, 

never halting in its steady flow, only broken on the 

surface for a moment. Singing a phrase of a song should 

be Just like that. The pebbles are the words that must 

be tossed into the stream of tone making their little 

individual "splash" which varies the color of the tone 

for a moment but does not break it. This is the principle 

of singing smooth phrases. If he can build M s  articula

tion on this principle the result will be highly satisfy

ing.

D. Treatment of Diction in the Song ..

Acknowledging again that the song is the motive for 

the learning of all techniques in the .vocal field, let
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us see how the song can be utilized In this respect. 

Using the sentences of the song, have the students sing 

them In their natural unschooled way. By demonstrating 

the difference, the crudities and laxities of their 

diction can be easily pointed out to them and then the 

time Is ripe to tell them how to correct: their bad 

faults of articulation. After tiie Ideas of proper dic

tion have been promulgated, then they may be reduced to 

a specific rule which may be applied to future songs. 

After these techniques have been Introduced in this way, 

concentrated practice on each Individual device may ac

company the dally setting-up exercises so that a degree 

of proficiency in each may be acquired. However, the 

greater portion of the diction must be taken from the 

songs with which they are currently Involved, so that 

the pursuit of good diction may be made meaningful.

Using the first phrases of the song "American 

Prayer" as a basis, the following procedure may be fol

lowed In formulating beneficial diction exercises:
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AMERICAN PRATER

K-
Stock-

Father tiho art in Heaven

W^ ■ ■» / . ,-y.. ■#
Thou who hast glv-en us blrtii us Thy flaolng

&

sword 0

&
$

%T - 0-

«=-

v

Lord to

i
-<©-

fight Tiiy battle

1. Vocalize each sentence separately on 

tained tones in the time It has to be 

In the song, beginning one tone loner and 

proceeding by half steps to one tone higher 

than the Bong requires. Using the first 

sentence in the song. It would be sung in 

'' ’ this manner. '• ; ■■■■ . 1 "

Pitch limits, "d" and "a"

Fa—  tiler who Heaven

f f



interval skips, practice those on their ap- 

prpxlmate relative pitches so that when they 

are net in the song, the unusual vocal tech

niques will not be a stumbling block for 

good diction. As an example, vocalize phrase 

"S* in the "American Prayer" as follows... 

one tone higher and one tone lower than the

song requires, and all Intermediate half steps 

between. , - - 1 r':: ■. . , •

Lend us Thy flaming sword 0 Lord

(by half steps to d)

If this procedure is followed clear through the entire song 

it is evident there will follow an ease of diction in sing

ing the phrases where they are written, and the process 

will overlap with timt of learning the time of the notes 

and the vocal techniques required for it, such as bravura 

passages. Intervals, staccatos and the like. Thus, the 

students have made these practical diction exercises do 
triple duty for them. ,•



1. Technique of Handling Vowels and Consonants

nVowels are the pretty sounds, consonants the necessary 

sounds In singing/' Based on this assumption we proceed 

to evolve the following guides to their use.

1. All vowels must be sung with the teeth as far apart 

as they canbe held and still keep the vowel pure.

(the ear shall be the judge) This requires an adjust

ment of the mouth to fit the pitch, leeending In 

pitch the mouth opens wider with each tone, and des

cending, the mouth closes a bit closer with each tone. 
This adjustment keeps the vowel uniform throughout the 

entire range.

2. To assure richness and depth to the tone, lips must be 

kept forward well to obtain focus. The only dxcwptlon 

Is In lowest register when the tone lapses Into speak

ing voice placement and very highest register where lips 

have to be drawn back away from the teeth to relieve 

tension.

3. In singing words, strike right at the heart of the vowels 

giving as little emphasis to the consonants as possible 

because they are not pretty sounds.

" F. Some Simple Rules of Motion

1. All "r's” are rolled whether they be initial, In the 

middle, or on the end of a word.
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^erclsea 

Urn r m  yror boat 

Lord our Great Redeemer 

Ring, Roll, Rumble ;

The; perry,rat .ran ’mint 
Merrily, merrily, greet the morn 

Cheerily, cheerily, sound the horn 

Our flag unfurled around the world 

Slips all exercises on sustained tones progressing by 

half steps from lowest to highest range of the class.
2. To finish final consonants on words, add the vowel sound 

Man as lightly as possible. This makes the difference 

between saying and singing the consonants. (The only 

exception Is when the consonant Is followed in the sen- 

.tence by a.word beginning with a vowel.)

Round and-a-round-a-the rlng-a

3.

Come along-a-home-a

Song-a- the out- a-pourlng of- a-tim splrlt-a

Past-a- falls- a-the even-a- tlde-a.

To separate 1Ike-consonants. nut the sound of "a” between ----- -----
(Ex. two "t1s", two Rr1sn, two "th's" etc.)

Exercises

Wlth-a-thls- a-ccmes-a-sweet- a-rest- a 

Who Is-a-Sylvla?

And-a-died - a- to save us -a-sorrow.



4. In sustaining words, hold the vowels, hot the constmnts..

■ ' ■  -

nG o m  h o m sn sustained, should be - Co-o-o-o-me Ho-o-o-o-me

not - Com-m-n-me Hom-m-m-me 

?Amen," sustained should be - A  me-e-e-e-e-e-en

' ' not . - : ' {
5. All fleas’* should be sung like "bhr’s."

Exercises

Eternally— — is— ~e-tuhr-nally . : ;  ̂'

&K>tiier* father, sister— Is— brothuhr, fath-xihr, sls*-tuhr 

Why bother about the weather— why botiruhr about the

" " ' ; ' ' ' ' ’" - ' - ‘ , weath-uhr ■ ;
Over a M  over forover— — o-vuhr and o-vthr forev-uhr 

6« wyw on the ends of words Is sung lllm nefl with the lips 
forward.

v ;  JBssesU b l ... ; , - - . ^ ^
Holy, holy, holy— is— ho-lee, ho-lee, ho-lee

Gently softly dainty maid— gent-lee, soft-lee, dalnt-ee maid

A splendid collection of supplementary exercises for further 

practice on the use of consonants Is a work called "SOPBBDICTIOH 

by Louis Qraveure, 0. Schiroer Edition. The writer recommends 

this very highly to supplement the other suggested exercises.
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k final word In the development of clear and beautiful diction by
»

the adroit lmndll% vowels and consonant* leads to a word of warning 

In dealing with these unusual devices for pronouncing words.

May it be understood first and last that naturalness and freedom 

from affectation are the key-words of satisfying diction to the listener. 

Utilizing these unusual devices for the clarification and refinement of 

enunciation requires a finesse that must not be underestimated. It de

mands a delicacy of treatment that belles the methods used, and gives the 

appearance of perfect ease and naturalness even though they be obtained 

by artificial means. Although the students necessarily have to go through 

a stage of exaggeration In the beginning to approach a handling of these 

subtleties, It Is for the teacher to maintain the balance between the 

natural and the artificial, and temper the use of these devices with 
reason and common sense. v

Finally, may It be said that when the goal of clear and lovely dic

tion has been achieved, the young singers may feel that they have added 

another beautiful gem to the diadem of a fine singing voice.

Intonation

The development of good Intonation or pitch In singing goes hand In 

hand with every function of correct singing and In greater part depends 

for its excellence upon the proper use of the various parts of the voice. 

The voice Is a very sensitive Instrument. It Is easily deviated from 

true pitch by the slightest maladjustment of any of its parts. Bow ex

tremely Important then to the pitch accuracy is the proper functioning
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of all the parts of iSm voice, a M  It can be truthfully said that moat 

of the bad intonation in singing can be traced to faulty tone production.

The other cause of bad Intonation la a faulty musical ear which results 

frcm a nervous defect, and which, because it is organic cannot be com

pletely corrected. However, there are comparatively few people who 

reach the senior high school age, who have not discovered this physical 

deficiency and realized the futility of pursuing a singing career. It 

Is seldom that the senior high school teacher of the voice class has 

tone deafness to contend with, although there are evidences of a need 

for more discriminative listening. But most of the pitch difficulties 

are the result of improperly produced tones.

Intonation Is something bo vital to the singer that It should sel

dom be Isolated and treated as a separate problem, but students and 

teacher must always have a consciousness of It in connection with every 

tone sung, and constantly strive to discover the source of any bad In

tonation that appears, and correct It before It becomes an established 
fault. . . : , ■ , , ■

There are two degrees of pitch deviation In singing. The pronounced 

type that varies from a half tone to an even greater degree which is very 

easy to detect aurally, and the second type which varies only a few vi

brations from the true pitch. The latter is really rather felt than heard, 

producing an uncomfortable feeling in the listener and frequently a 

tightening of him throat muscles as they react to the impulse to try to 

help the singer back onto the pitch. This type of bad Intonation is much



more frequent In the voice class because the vocal processes are not 

settled.

The kinds of pitch deviation are of course flatting, or singing 

under the pitch, and sharping or singing above the pitch. Flatting Is 

caused usually because the overtones are Inadequate to the fundamental 

tone of the mouth, while sharping Is the reverse, the overtones too 

strong for the fundamental tone. In simple language It means under- 

singing Dr over-singing the tone. —

The beat treatment for faulty pitch Is preventive treatment. In 

other words, never let It occur In the first place. Usually It means 

fine diaphragmatic support for the tones and a well-focussed mouth posi

tion combined with a clean-cut attack right at the heart of the pitch 

without the abominable habit of sliding Into It, luiovn as "scooping**

If there is evidence of flatting, then more lift ©a the diaphragm and 

more focus with the lips will probably overcome it. If the tendency Is 

to sharp, a restraint in diaphragmatic attack and a little more relaxed 

position of the mouth and a softer tone for awhile will usually handle' ' . y . . _ . - - _ - \ ... . -
this difficulty.

Ear training to develop a very sensitive aural perception goes hand 

in hand with the efforts of tone product!(m to develop In the student an 

alertness to any variance from pitch. ! That does not necessarily mean 

always separate ear training exercises, but rather a general practice of 

making perfection in pitch accuracy In everything the students sing 

paramount. It Is rather a development of "pitch-consciousness" In all
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solo and ensemble work. Occasionally It Is beneficial to concentrate 

on certain tuning arai blending exercises apart from the song phrases, to 

contribute to the alertness of the class to pitch deficiencies. Follow

ing are some of the exercises that have proved worthwhile.

A. For Accurate Interval Singing

Slow Diatonic Scale

—  ---- Hoo—  — — — —
(use all vowels and progress by half steps)

Mah----------- ---------------Mali— — ---------
(use all vowels, cover the entire range of class)

Suggested supplementary exercises In Interval singing are

lessons I to V inclusive from the vocalises by faecal, vol.

278 for high voice, and vol. 279 for low voice, Schlnner
Edition.

B. For Accurate Chord Singing

Divide the class by parts; give them the notes of the tonic 

chord of the key of C to hold on a hum. By stealing breath 

(explained later) it can be held as long as the teacher desires, 

and while Maintaining perfect blending and constant volume in

vert the chord as many times either up or down, as the teacher
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desires, checking for pitch after severs 
flclent the singers become, the longer they should sing without being 

checked for pit#. In order to make the exercise even more helpful as 

a vehicle for pitch concentration, keep up a continuous conversation 

during the sustaining of the chords. This proves a real test.

Exercise l.

Hum
(volume may be varied at will, and tempo acc. or dim.) 

Exercise 2 . Platonic Scale against Two

Stealing breath means breathing when necessary by fading off 

of the tone without losing altitude, then starting softly and fading . 

back Into the tone without disturbing the pitch or volume In any way. 

The secret lies In stopping before the breath Is completely exhausted, 

then there Is no deviation from pitch as the tone fades out In volume.
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C. A Cappella, Singing

Many an ensemble has leaned for support on an accompanying 

Instrument and by so doing has covered ap poor tone quality. 

Indifferent blending and very faulty intonation. There can 

hardly be a finer test of all the elements that constitute 

good singing, than to require unaccompanied singing. Even 

though the song calls for an accompaniment, It Is advisable 

to sing It frequently unaccompanied so that all of the beauties 

of the voices and the balance and blending of the ensemble may 

stand out absolutely unsupported In accuracy of notes, tempo 

and pitch. It la then that the real essence of the vocal pro- 

duct can be evaluated. If and when the ensemble achieves a 

smooth, accurate, balanced, blended rendition of the music. It 

naturally follows that when the color of the accompanying In

strument is added, the result will be highly satisfying from 

every standpoint. The writer, however, wishes to go on record 

as being definitely opposed to a cappelle singing exclusively. 

believing that there is great virtue In both accompanied and 

unaccompanied singing, the accompanying Instrument lending color 

rather then support for the voices.

Interpretation

It has been suggested that the student-plowman as he plows 

the furrows together with his fellows, must have a basic knowledge at 

least, of his voice— the plow— ^before he can accomplish much in the field, 

and that he be guided by the vise teacher to lay out the ftorrowa In the
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desl@i that will make the field produce the best. We go a step farther 

now to say that he mist not get so Involved In the "plow" that he forgets 

that It Is only an Instrument for the accomplishment of the ultimate har

vest. Hot only should the embryonic singer "sing what he feels", as we 

have previously stated, "but he must also feel what he sings." "Techni

que Is only a part of the education of the singer even though It is an 

Important part. It must go hand In hand with the Imagination, with the 

recreative power, the Interpretive power, the sense of expression from 

the very first. And the more he tries to develop the sense of the Ideal 

of color and expression, with the ear as the unfailing guide, growing

more acute with practice and experience, the better and more lasting will
2be the development of the technique," for technique and expression are 

Indeed Inseparable.

"The attitude with which a group of students approach the 
singing of a song is all-important anti has a determining 
effect upon the educative value of the experience. Thus 
we. should seek and find the means for building up the 
emotional background of the songs we use.t?3

"The singing of songs should be made above everything else 
a means of emotional experience, expression and release."*

Does this mean then, that a student has to feel the pangs of love 

to express love, and does he have to suffer death to sing about It? It 

does not go that far, rather It would seem that he oust have at least 

an appreciation for all emotional situations and have a heart for them 1

1. Uursell, James. Human Values In Music Education, pg. 39.
2. Witherspoon, Herbert. Singing, pg. 7.
3. Mursell, James. Human Values In Music Education, pg. 38.
4. Mursell. James. Human Values in Music Education, pg. 38.
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before he ©an approach an expression of them, but If he has the under

standing and then the vocal devices that will help hie express the emotion 

he senses In the song, his Interpretive ability will not be questioned 

just because It is assisted in its manifestations by artificial means.

It stands to reason that the artist singer singing a program of Intense 

emotional appeal nightly over a period of time, could not actually experience 

the emotions of which he sings, or in short weeks he would have dissipated 

his emotional Impulses to such an extent he would be neurotic. Feeling 

helps, of course, but sympathetic understanding is enough If It is backed 
by definite techniques. May it be more properly said that students should 

live these emotional experiences in Imagination, which will find expression 

by means of various techniques guided by the understanding back of them.

On the other hand, it is just as great a mistake to discourage 

genuine emotional reaction in the students. "To make a beautiful and ap

pealing piece of music a chance for a sort of modified arithmetic lesson 

would be 1Ike using a poem simply as a fine opportunity for teaching 

grammar.” * There Is then a middle ground on which the teacher and the 

class can well meet in the pursuit of interpretation in singing. It is 

a stimulation of emotional imagination without saturation. a realization 

without exaggeration, and a manifestation without prostration.

It has already been definitely established that music is just another 

language by means of which we are able to esqpress what is within us, and 1

1 . Muraell. James. Human Values in Music Education, pg. 38.
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thus convey to others what we are thinking, feeling or experiencing.

Song, which Is by far the more expressive type of music because of the 

addition of words, offers us a wonderful vehicle for the creation of the 
Imagery that will guide us In our re-creation. With "music the motive," 

once again we turn to the song text to give us the basis for our Inter

pretation. It falls upon the teacher to take the lead In drawing the 

first mental pictures that will assist In guiding the feelings of the 

class In the recreation of the song.

As a definite example, "The Spirit Flower" by Caapbell-Tlpton pre

sents an Intriguing text for Interpretive analysis.
The Spirit Flower

My heart was frozen even as the earth 
That covered thee forever from ay slg$it.
All thoughts of happiness expired at birth 
Within me, naught but black and starless night.

Down through the winter sunshine snowflakes c a w  
All shimmering, like to silver butterflies.
They seemed to whisper softly thy dear name 
They melted with the teardrops from mine eyes.

But suddenly there bloomed within that hour 
In my poor heart so seeming dead, a flower.
Whose fragrance In my life shall ever be 
The tender sacred memory of thee.

Analyze the poem line for line,letting the students take the lead, 

the teacher guiding only when their conclusions go astray or they are 
baffled by the poetical order of the words. If there Is a definite story 

connected with the song It Is best to lead them Into the correct Idea of 

It, even though their own conclusions be equally moving. But accuracy Is 
always the best policy as It establishes confidence In the statements of
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the teacher. In the analysis of this particular song the theme is that 

of a grief-stricken father who stands beside the grave of his seven-year 

old daughter whom he had just lost. So overpowered is he by the thought 

that she Is gone forever from M s  sight that his life seems as a black 

and starless nltftt. The touch of the soft enow upon M s  face and the 

mingling with M s  tears softens M s  bitterness and brings him the com

forting thought that will remain with him as the fragrance of a lovely 

flower, that even thou^i he has lost her, he will always have the beauti

ful memory of her.

The analysis of the poem brings a new understanding and feeling 

for the words and usually makes a splendid preparation for a more intel

ligent reading of the song.

As the study of the song progresses and the interpretation crystal

lizes, there seems to be a need for definite ways to express the depth 

of feeling that is sensed in the words. It Is then the teacher can supply 

the devices which will fill this need for more meaningful expression, and 

satisfy the desire for a more faithful interpretation.

Interpretive TechMques

A. Phrasing is the punctuation of the song determined by the 

meaMng of the words and the need for breathing. It is ac

complished hy taking a breath, or by a slight hesitation at 

a certain point giving the same effect without sacrificing 

smoothness. There are certain general rules of phrasing w M e h  , 

will guarantee the result without destroying the meaning of
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the text.

1. Usually phrase at the end of all sentences unless the 

meaning of the words la made plainer by continuing over 

Into the next line. The first type may well be called 

"regular* phrasing because it is far more frequent; the 

letter':may'be termed "Irregular."
An example of regular phrasing:

Teach me to prayV^ y
Lord Ood in Heaven above^ 
feaeh me to know K  /
That in Thy boundless lovez

An example of irregular phrasing:

Thou see-est every y 
^ r r m » * ^ m t  may fairAM glveat what y 
Is best̂ for allZ

2. Repeated words, phrases or sentences are separated by 

phrasing.
Some examples*

/Take usvand make us all for Thee 
for Thee
v  VLear Lord; kind Lord, graeloaa Lord 
I F W

3. Some "never#" in phrasing

a. Never phrase In the middle of a word.

The mer^ry famer alngs e song.
b. Bever separate adjectives from the words they modify.

VCome to me beautIfttVSavlor
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c. Never separate verbs or prepositions from their 

objests. y yGreat Redeemer I give nty heart to Thee.

d. Never lose sight of the fact that singing Is merely 

"talking on tones," and be guided by what you would 

do If you were speaking the words.

Dynamic Shading is the coloring of ideas by the process of

singing loudly and softly. Surest Ions for dynamics are al

ways found in the song In the form of Italian musical terms 

placed there by the composer to suggest the Interpretation he 

desired. They prove very helpful as Initial guides to those 

whose experience in interpretation is limited. Following are 

some of the marks of dynamic expression to which the teacher 

may direct the attention of the students, as they appear in 

their songs. Other suggestions are also made.

1. Marks of Expression for Dynamic shading 

forte (f).................loud

moderate forte (mf)...... moderately loud

fortissimo (ff)........  very loud

crescendo..................gradually getting louder

decrescendo...............gradually getting softer

marcato................. .In an emphasized, marked

manner

sforzando (sfz)......... an explosive note

diminuendo (dim)..........gradually softer
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piano (p).................soft

moderate piano (mp).......moderately soft

pianissimo (pp)...........very soft

2 . General tendency for volume control is to increase In

volume as the pitch ascends, decrease in volume as the

pitctvdeseends

is-----risen ChristChrist

3. Rising action of the story calls for increase in volume 

until the climax is reached; falling action leading to 
the finale calls for decrease in volume.

Example: "The Erlklng” by Schubert

4. Tender emotions such as tender love, sadness, meditation, 

etc., call for soft singing; passionate, strong emotions 

such as passionate love, patriotism, bitterness, hate, 

etc., express themselves in loud terms.

Examples:

Soft....None but the lonely heart can know my 

sadness.

Loud....Death! death let me in!

5. Large objects are expressed in loud tones; small ones in 
soft tones.

Examples: ‘ .

Soft;...Lullaby, lullaby, flowers are closed 

and lambs are sleeping.

Loud....Old man river, dat old man river, he
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Jua keeps rollln1 along!

C. Tempo Shading likewise la a splendid device for the expres

sing of Ideas and refers to the speed of singing. Here, too* 

the composer Interpolates ooslcal terms to Indicate the regu

lation of speed and these, too* nay be called to the attention 

of students to give them a start In the regulation of the 

tempos. Other Ideas for speed suggest themselves also.

1. Marks of expression for Tempo Shading

accelerando (acc)......gradually faster

adagio..... .lazily

allegro............ ...quick, lively

andante................rather slowly

andantlno....... .. .a medium andante

largo..................very slow and stately
larghetto..............modified largo

lento................. slow, but not largo

modemto...............In medium tempo

mosso...... ...........rapid

meno mosso.............a little rapid

vivo,..................fast, animated
presto..............v..very fast

plu mosso........... .more rapid

rallantanda (rail) )
rltardando (rlt) )...gradually slower
rltemito (rlt) )
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tempo........back to time

teraito.......hold

vivace.......in a spirited manner

V'TN .......hold as long as taste dictates

con moto.... with motion

2 . General tendency for variations of tempo is to Increase

the tempo as the pitch ascends; decrease the tempo as the 
pitch descends. ■

Example: Lesson I In Vaccai vocalises Vols, 278, 279

3. Rising action of the story calls for increase In tempo; 

falling action calls for decrease in tempo.

Example: "The Erlklng" by Schubert -

4. The law of averages compels you to pay back some place In 

the course of. the.song what you borrow In some other place. 

If the tempo Is Increased for a time, the general "feel"

of the song will call for a rltardando in another place.

D. Word Illumination takes care.of individual Important words in\
the sentences by Investing them both with emotion, which is 

really color in singing, and emphasis. By the use of mouth 

and lips covering and.uncovering tones, they may be colored 

dark or light depending on the word and how it is used. Accent 

or emphasis assists, too, as does the prolonging of certain 

consonants frequently help In giving the tone color. The mean

ing of the text, the harmony of the song, whether major or 

minor, and the marks of expression all act as indicators of
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this phase of Interpretation. Suagestiona, mrks of ex

pression, ami exsaples follows .

1. Marks of expresclon that suggest color

alia burls.......... ..humorously
glocoso............ .

con expressions......

con tenerezza........ ..with tenderness
doles................

espresalvo...........

mlaterloao........ .

pensleroao...........

2. By use of the south ami lips, covering and uncovering 

tones, tones may be made dark or llg&t to express sad 

or gay Ideas. 4 half smile colors light.

Light color - My heart is Ilk® a singing bird 
Whose nest Is In a watered shoot.

Dark color - None but the lonely heart can know 
my sadness

Alone and parted, far from Joy and 
gladness.

3. Word Illumination with emphasis on consonants Is especially

good on such words as "blood"death," "cold," "frozen," 

ami the like. Prolong the Initial consonants ami empha
size. Bll— oodi 4 -eath, ee— old, frr~oze$i

B. Songs have a style Just as dresses do. Qy their pattern of

text and music they may be typed, ami It is well to be Informed 

as to the demands of each type of music, ami whether It calls

169358
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for abandon or restraint In Interpretation. A table of 

ordinary vocal forms with a suggestion as to their style may 

be helpful in pointing the meaning of the term.

Secular forms

1. Art songs and ballads - dl^ilfled, restrained

• to some degree, smooth.

2. Folk songs and ballads - simple and unaffected, no

extremes of Interpretation.

3. Popular songs - freer, style, more elemental, permit

considerable freedom.

4. Opera - heavy, extreme, runs the whole gamut of In

terpretive art, with emphasis 

. on the dramatic.

Sacred forms

1. Sacred art song and ballad - smooth, dignified, re

verent, no extremes of Inter

pretation.
2. Hymns - simple, unaffected, smooth, never dramatic.

3. Oratorio and Mass - smooth, heavier than ordinary

sacred music, with deep reli

gious feeling.

In conclusion, may It be said in defense of these Interpretive 

techniques that.....

"The object of art is expression
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The essence of expression Is Imagination 
The control of Imagination Is form .
The medium for all three Is technique.”A*

Vocal Technique

Our student-plowimn working with his face to the skies and a song 

on his lips, find his plow occasionally caught on the stu^s of bad 

habits which he has to stop and grub out before he can make much progress. 

Tie have In the course of this discussion mentioned a number of these and 

suggested methods of removing them. Along with the stumps he encounters 

there will be certain other Impediments to his progress that dull the 

plow. One of these is vocal technique. ,

Songs present quite challenging problems in the mastery of the 

various tonal arrangements they present, but "gaining a feeling for them 

and a facility with them is what we M a n  when we speak of musical develop

ment." As long as we keep these techniques within the song, the pursuit 

of their mastery will be welcomed as a contributing factor to the satis

factory performance of the song. But attempt "the teaching of blind 

manipulations of notes in different figures,"1 2 and it will make the stu

dent feel that he Is pulling the plow rather than guiding It.

The proper procedure to assure the maximum Interest In this phase 

of cultivating the field. Is to use the song as a %msls, from It take the 

technical problems that must be mastered to guarantee a smooth performance

1 . eitherspoon, Herbert. Singing, facing pg. 1.
2. Mursell, James. Human Values In Music Education, pg. 357*
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of It, and then find the exercises that will develop facility In what

ever techniques are needed. To hand out a book of vocalises and start 

the class on page one, exercise cme, and continue until the last page-; 

has been sung, Is certain to make drudgery out of what otherwise might 

be an eagerly welcomed experience. But, If In the song the student Is 

using he encounters technical snags, then he m y  look for their solution 

in the book of vocalises or elsewhere, and concentrate upon the exercises 

until the problems are solved In the songs, thus making the entire pro
cess meaningful and pleasant.

Numerous exercises-have been already suggested for the correction 

of certain faults of the singing voice, or for the training of different

phases of good voice production. These will be found to do double duty
• . ... ..  '.■■■■ • ■ '■ • . <• - ■ ■ ■ '• .. 1   

as being beneficial also in the mastery of various vocal techniques. 

However, we will name a number of the devices needed for the voice class 

technique and offer suggestions and sources of exercises for their train
ing.

A. Flexibility exercises

(use all vowels and progress by half-steps)
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Supplementary exercises for flexibility may be found In Vocalises 

by Vaccal, Vole. 278 and 279, Lessons 7, 12, 15; Vocalises by 

Lutgen, Vols. 654, 656, and 666; Twenty-nine Preparatory Vocalises 

by Lampertl, Vol, 569, .  ̂ ,
B. Intervals

Vocalises by Vaccal, Vols..278, 879, lessons 1 to 5, Inclusive.

Ce AppOElatura. Vaccal. lesson 8: Acclaceatura. Vaccal. lesson 8i

Mordent. Vaccal. lesson 9; Turn. Vaccal, lesscm 10; Trill. Vaccal,
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lesson 11: Portamento. Ynccal, lesson 15: Syncopation. Vaccal, 

lesson 6 : Recitative. Vaocal. lesson 14.

Stage Technique

Many a lovely voice has been lost to the world because of an In

adequate presentation of it In public performance. A neglect of the 

personality element that la to give It its appeal, or the smooth techni

que of stage appearance which gives it a background may be the cause of 

this failure, and la definitely a discouragement to the timid beginner, who 

has not conquered his fear of standing before an audience and singing.

What better place is there In the world to develop ease and poise in public 

performance than in the voice class where there Is always an audience 

available on which to practice.

In this connection may It be said that stage deportment means much 
more than merely learning a few rules of how to walk in and out, how to 

stand, attitude toward the audience and so on. It means in reality, mas

tering mechanics so as to free the personality of the singer which, If It 

be ah Interesting or pleasant personality, will add much to the enjoyment 
of the performance.

Since this Is one of the most difficult phases.of the singer's - 

training, It is well to approach It gradually In the classroom before 

precipitating a student into the presence of a large audience. There, in 

the presence of a smaller ^oup, he can get hie first baptism of concen

trated observation while acquiring a fair mastery of the mechanics. This 

may be taken care of at regular stated Intervals by requiring solo tests
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by the contests which follow tiie solo teats. Finally, when the student 

Is ready, he m y  be put Into public performances In school and community 

music service where he nay grow along lines of poise and personality pro

jection. The details of the tests and contests will be given later in 

this chapter.

If the personality Is to be freed so that It may speak naturally 

and with ease. It means that the mechanics of stage deportment be so well 

handled they become second nature as a result of every day use and good 

habit forming. It follows then that students should be watched very care

fully In the classroom and be required to maintain correct singing posi

tions and attitudes daily in ordinary vocalizing and singing so that when 

they really take the stage to sing alone they will feel perfectly at ease 

and not frustrated because of unnatural, unusual positions. With the 

first lessons in voice training then should come first suggestions as to 

correct stage deportment. It Is upon these techniques we now turn the 

spotlight of our attention.

A. Appearance Is so very Important we mention It first. In

choosing clothes for public appearances always use good judg

ment. Never overdo In an attempt to look smart, never under

do In an effort to appear Informal. There Is a place In In
formality where we have to draw the line, that Is at sloven

liness. Then, too, it Is never in good taste to appear in 

too few clothes In any company, no natter how Informal. Clothes 

should be adequate, immaculate and correct for the occasion so
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that they do not detract from the performance by calling 

undue attention to themselves. It Is well to remember that 

the first Impression Is a visual one before It Is aural.

If It meets with approval the audience Is properly ready 

for the aural Impression. Sport clothes at formal functions, 

formal clothes at sport functions, all such misfits are out 

of place and should be given the consideration they deserve.

B. Entrances and exits give the audience first and last Impressions 

both of which are lasting. It Is wise to remember that the 

first Impressions should be commanding ones to guarantee In

terested attention to the singing. To create a positive at

titude with the first entrance, walk briskly as though you had 

a definite objective and meant to reach It. Never dram onto 

the stage. .

If the soloist and accompanist are both ladles or both men, 

the soloist precedes the accompanist both on and off the stage. 

If one Is a man and the other a lady, the lady will precede 

the man In, even though she is the accompanist. For the exit, 

It is perfectly proper for the gentleman to lead out as for as 

the wings, then step aside as the lady goes on out. For the 

gentleman to completely leave the stage In the lead looks very 
crude.

In taking the singing position near the piano make all turns 
toward the audience.
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C. Singing positions are most Important both for ease of singing 

and eye appeal. Base and naturalness should be the aim of the 

singer providing this naturalness does not savor of coarseness 

or awkwardness, and that It contributes to the ease In proper 

voice production. Preferred position from the standpoint of 

both audience and singer Is to hold the hands in front, waist 

high, with hands In a natural easy position, but men should be 

careful not to fold hands in a feminine position, but should 

double up one hand Into a fist and .put It Inside the other so 

It looks hard and masculine. If Gils position seems unnatural,

It Is acceptable to hang them at the sides or place one hand on 

the grand piano and the other at the side, but never behind the 

back. Men may very easily grasp one side of the coat and hold 

the other at the side and this looks very comfortable and natural• 

Feet should be comfortably close together, not tight, lest the 

singer become wobbly, and not sprawled as it looks very uncouth.

D. Attitude toward the audience and the accompanist goes far in 

establishing a nice feeling between audience and singer. Mo 

audience likes being sung down to. nor does it have a very kindly 

feeling toward the selfish singer who shows Indifference or con

tempt for the accompanist. The proper psychology is to sing to 

the audience not §£ them, placing them on a level with you no 

matter how Inferior socially or any other way they may be to you. 

Graciousness must, be the keyword In projecting personality. Be 

kind, pleasant, friendly, anxious to please and generous with 

numbers.
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Never give the Impression that you feel you are doing them 

a big favor by singing for them, but rather that you consider 

It a favor for them to listen to you.

Show the greatest consideration for the accompanist, knowing 

that her part Is at least fifty percent of the success of the 

song. Never by look, word or deed betray Impatience, dissatis

faction or disgust, nor In any manner try to use the accompanist 

as an alibi for your own deficiencies. Even if she is at fault, 

make excuses and minimize her failures. It makes you appear 

much more human and understanding from the audience viewpoint, 

and Is surely a challenge to your accompanist to live up to 

the fine performance you are expecting of her.

B. Personality projection is rather a result of having mastered 

the other mechanics so well that one feels comfortable and "at 

home" on the stage. It Is the real "you" that people want to 

see and feel when you sing for them, so it behooves us to let 

our true selves speak to our audience, and not try to assume a 

strange artificial air foreign to our real selves. If we are 

Interesting to people Just as people, we can be equally Inter

esting as a singer if we have anything to back It up vocally. 

Never pose! Be natural, that Is, if your natural self has a 

fair amount of restraint and refinement. If It hasn’t, then 

that Is another hurdle that will have to be taken before the 

singer can "arrive."



resent ©riticism on this score more than on any other. Their 

little Individualities frequently are a source of great pride 

to them; and not infrequently some little trick of eyes, hands 

or feet has been carefully nurtured as being "cute8 and greatly 

desired. To the singers who resent having their pet tricks 

ruled out of the singing process, it night be well to leave 

them with the thougit so ably expressed by our poet, Robert 

Burns, when he said:

v; "Ah wad some power the giftie gle us 
To see oursels as Ithers see us!
It wad frae many a blunder free us 
An* foolish notion.81

Vocal Appreciation

The word "Appreciation" suggests rather a state of mind than a 

technique, for it Is the feeling one gets from an enjoyable experience.

Its contribution along with the other phases of vocal development Is two

fold. It furnishes experiences that will give the singer adequate back

ground for hla own singing by Informing him on Important matters 

log to the vocal field so that he may not be embarrassed 

the field In which he la an Interested participant; and. It gives him a 

broader view by enabling him to hear through radio, phonograph and concert 

fine music performed beautifully by experts In voice. The experience will 

broaden hla horizon which hae necessarily been limited by hie own Immature

1. Oreenlaw-Mllea. pg. 412.
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performance, and will help him establish higher standards of achievement 

for having heard the possibilities of the voiee as a medium of expression, 

exemplified lay the singing of eminent voeallsts.

In the field of vocal literature it will serve, too, to familiarize 

him with tiie world's greatest vocal music, much of which would be beyond 

his ability to perform. Just the training of a voice does not make a 

musician; it takes the training of minds and ears as well. It Is for 

vocal appreciation to supply these needs for the embryonic singer.

Again we cling to the Interest quotient in tills regard as for all 

other phases of vocal training, and repeat again that the approach to ap

preciation should be almost entirely through the music that is being used 

in the voice class. When an opportunity presents itself. It is then the 

teacher may infuse appreciation into the singing lesson and be assured an 

Interested reception of It, For example, how easy to bring up the question 

of different types of voices as to quality when the students are listening 

to each other sing and can easily start with comparisons within the class. 

From then on it is easy to take In more and more territory by making other 

comparisons on the phonograph. From types of voices demonstrated by re

cordings, It is just a step to the personalities that have the voices, and 

so on, in a never-ending circle until, like the rolling of the proverbial 
snowball, more and more information is gathered, more and more the vocal 

horizon Is broadened, the vocal taste improved, the cultural benefits 

achieved, and vocal appreciation has contributed its elements to the culti

vation of the field.
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Any Information that provides background and Inspiration Is In

valuable to supplement the actual training of the voice Instrument, and 

we submit the following outline of practical things that will contribute 

definitely to the actual mastery of good voice production and the musi

cianship of the vocalist.

A. Importance of singing as compared to Instrumental Music

1. Vocal music ranks first because It began first and Is
• . . .

the most natural means of emotional expression. In

struments were a result of a need for accompaniment to 

the voice, and for those whose voices were not agree
able to hear.

2. Some advantages of singing over playing are:

a. You always have your Instrument with you.

b. It la an economic asset, for everyone has one 

without having to go to the expense of buying It.
e. It Is more expressive because It Is the only 

Instrument with a "heart." 

d. It la the only Instrument that can say words.

3. Some disadvantages:

a. If you do not have a good voice, It cannot be

exchanged for a better one like replacing In
struments. . ' " ■■-■‘V- -

b. It la not loud enou^i to be effective out-of-doors, 

so falls In that situation;

■ c. It Is more difficult to learn to use because It Is
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out of reach of the hanis and has to be controlled 

entirely by the Bind. .

B. lien’s and Women’s Voice Mechanisms Compared

1. Men’a vocal equipment la larger In all Its proportions 

than women’s, thus making men’s voices heavier, coarser 

and one octave lower In pitch.

2 . The length of the vocal cords determines the pitch of 

the voice. their thickness determines the quality; 

which accounts for men’s voices being heavier and lower 

than women’s.

C. Classification of voices is determined by sex* range and 
quality.

1. As to range voices are soprano, the high voice of women,

alto the low voice of women, tenor the man’s high voice,
■ . 'V- ' ' - - - -and bass, the low man’s voice.

2 . As to sex, they are called men’s, women’s, and mixed

voices. / - ; .. .

3. As to quality. the following:

Women’s Voices

Sopranos: General characteristics high, clear, light in

color.

a. Coloratura: The acrobatic soprano, the lightest

and most flexible voice known, puts color In music 
(color belng runs, trills, etc.) especially adapted 

to bravura singing. Because of Its lightness It

112.
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sounds higher than It really Is. A scintillating,

sparkling voice.

b. Lyrics Clear, bell-like, best adapted to quiet, 

sustained melody In which deep sentlaent Is ex

pressed. Hot quite as light In texture as colora

tura, chief characteristic Is "smoothness."

c. Dramatic: Heaviest, darkest of soprano voices,

best adapted to dramatic or tragic songs. Especially 

suited to the singing of grand opera. Chief charac

teristics are heaviness and dark color, but neverthe

less Is still a clear voice.

d. Mezzo-soprano: The "outlaw" voice of women because

It belongs partly In the contralto division because 

of Its quality and the soprano division because of 

Its range, thus not altogether In either. It Is the 

"saxophone" of voices. In reality. It Is a voice 

with soprano range and contralto quality.

Contralto: Low, heavy, velvety In texture, sometimes termed

husky, not In the sense of hoarse, but rather like 

velvet as compared to satin. It is the heaviest 

voice of women. In high school there are very few 

real contraltos as It takes maturity to put the 

heaviness and richness into a contralto voice and 

most of the girls are too youthful to have acquired 
the real contralto quality. It seems the light ones
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should be ealled eltiter lyple-eontmltoe or j w t  

altos. However, this Is merely a conviction of the 

writer and not an authoritative statement.

Ignis .Voices
Tenors: General characteristics high, clear, light.

a. Lyric Tenor: parallels lyric soprano having the

same general characteristics, the lightest voice 

of men as the coloratura has no parallel In men's 

voices. It, too, has the clear bell-like quality 

with "smoothness" and "Hgitness" predominating 
characteristics.

b. Dramatic: parallels dramatic soprano, heavier

than a lyric, darker In color, best adapted to 

singing tragedy and songs of intense emotion. Ex

cellent for grand opera.

e. Kobusto or Heroic Tenor: the "outlaw" voice of

men, la a parallel to the mezzo-soprano of woman.

A voice with tenor range and baritone quality.

Basses: Low, rich, heavy, velvety.

a. lyric Baritone: lltfht quality of men's low voice,

fine on sustained quiet songs of deep sentiment, la 

about the same texture and type as the light con

tralto, a very smooth voice. Usually Just called 

baritone.
• . ' .

b. Bass-Baritone: heavier quality of low voice.

Though it Is not necessarily lower In range than



c. Basso-Profundo: the freak bass voice that Is ex

tremely low and extremely heavy. Sometimes can 

double the range of the baritones by one octave. 

Mostly found among Russian basses. No parallel in 

women's voices.
D. Vocal Ensembles

1. Effects of voices combined

a. Women's voices combined are like different shades of 

a light color.

b. Men's voices combined are like different shades of a 

dark color.

c. Mixed voices are like different shades of different 

colors.

2 . Opinions about vocal ensembles

a. Mixed ensembles: Are the most desirable because they
offer greatest variety of tone.

b. Mixed quartette: Most artistic because It can do the

most varied Interpretation in the most artistic manner.
c. Male quartette: Seems to be the most popular with all

classes of listeners. Men's voices are easier to listen 

to than the high pitch of women's voices. '

d. A Cappella Choir: The most supremely satisfying, for

it presents the true voice colors of both men's and 

women's voices without having their purity diluted by 

tiie tones of an accompanying Instrument.

116.
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Names of the Ensembles

Small ensembles:

Duet........... .Two

Trio........ . .Three

Quartette...... .Four

Quintette...... .Five
Sextette ..... i.Six

Septette......., .Seven

Octette or double quartette.......Eight

(When they sing eight different parts i

Is octette. When four parts with two

on a part it is a double quartette.)

Large -Ensembles!

Chorus.... group of voices, more thannine, usually

not a selective group.

Choir.... .usually designates a chorus in a church,

but may be used as a name for a secular 

group or the segment of a larger chorus.

Glee Club..group of nine or more selected voices, 

originally named from the type of music 

in which they specialised, called glees. 

Mo longer used in that sense, however.

A Cappella Choir...a choir of unaccompanied voices.

Usually a selective group and properly 

should be, as a cappella singing is the 

most difficult type of singing.
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4. Scare essentials of good ensemble singing

a. balance of parts - no one pert outstanding.

b. blending of voices - no one voice outstanding.

e. tone quality - must be fine as for solo singing.

d. Intonation- perfect pitch, no sharping or flatting.

e. diction - same as for solo, understandable and lovely.

f. Interpretation - adequate to tell the musical story

or express the mood.

g. appearance - personal and stage

uniformity of clothes attention to director

uniformity of action personality in the en-_ ■ ; - semble
posture
entrances and exits 

B. World Pamcxis Singers

Sopranos Tenors

Contraltos Basses (Baritones)
These may Include singers of the past of whoa the students 

should know, but particularly should it Include the contempo

rary artists whom they have opportunity to hear In concert 

and on the radio. As these are constantly changing with the 

years, a list of singers will not be Included In this outline. 

Their biographies and Interesting things about then should 

only be brought In incidentally when the opportunity presents 

itself In connection with some singing event or a recording, 

concert or other occasion, and not be poured Into them like a 

dose of medicine separate from the music. The study of opera
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and oratorio presents a fine chance to work In the artists 

along with the roles.they glorify.

F. Vocal Forms

1. Kinds of form as to size

Simple......the smallest vocal form, like a single song.

Example: The Perfect Day, by Bond

Complex.....an extended form, made up of a number of

smaller forms, as an opera or oratorio. 

Example: Rlgoletto, Verdi

2. Kinds as to text

Secular....pertaining to tilings not religious.

Example: A Brown Bird Ringing fay Wood

Sacred.....pertaining to religious things.

Example: The Lord's Prayer by Malotte
3. Kinds as to pattern

Strophe............Having the same music for all the

verses.

Example: Old Black Joe by Foster

through-composed...music written to fit the mood of the

4. Simple Secular Forms

a. Folk song - song of the people originating among

them, the composer unknown, having the characteristics 

of the country from whence It came, usually strophe In

verses, having at least one contrast

ing movement.

Example: Morning by Speaks
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fora, simple music, expresses a simple idea or 

sentiment.

Example: All Through the Might

b. Composed folk song - has the same characteristics
as an ordinary folk song except the composer is known.

' ■ - &Example: Old Black Joe by Foster

c. Folk ballad - same as folk song except It tells a 

story Instead of Just expressing an Idea.
Example: The Lorelei

d. Composed folk ballad - same as composed folk song 

except tells a story.

e. Art song - composer known, usually through-composed, 

music and text more difficult and deeper In thou^it, 

expressing an Idea or a sentiment.

Example: When 1 Have Sung My Songs by Charles

f. Art ballad -■same as an art song except that It tells

a story Instead of expressing an idea or sentiment. 

Example: The Two Grenadiers by Schumann

6 . Simple Sacred Forms

a. Hymn - simplest religious song, strophe In form, simple 

and easy music, the text a sacred lyric poem. Used for 

congregational singing in Protestant churches.

Example: Abide with Me

b. Anthem - usually through-composed, text taken from the 

Bible, an art song for ensemble singing. Music usually 

much more difficult than a hymn.
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Example: By Babylons Wave by Gounod

e. Chant - a sacred recitative. Used much as response 

to prayers In Protestant churches, and as a definite

part of the service In the Catholic Church.
' ' ' ' ' ' . *  '

Example: The Gloria '

d. Sacred Art Sonr, - an art song with a religious theme.

Used by the soloist In a Protestant church. Has the 

same characteristics as an art song except the dif

ference In text.

Example: One Sweetly Solemn Thought by Ambrose.

e. Sacred art ballad - same as above except that It tells 
a story.

Example: The Holy City

6. Complex Forms (secular)

a. Cantata - a poem of considerable length set to music, 

and having Instrumental accompaniment, consisting of 

arias and concerted music. May be given either with 

or without costumes,scenery and action.

b. Opera - a drama set to music for voices with Instrumental 

accompaniment, having recitatives, arias and concerted 

music, usually performed with costumes, scenery and

a c t i o n .  ; v ■ r

Grand opera - difficult music, serious theme, no spoken 

words, very little comedy, usually ends

tragically



Light opera - easier music, lighter theme, little

or no spoken words, ends happily.

Comic opera - (or musical comedy) light plot, light 

music, emphasis on the comedy lines, 

spoken words, happy ending.

Operetta - a little opera, simplest music found in

musical drama, much speaking, much comedy 

usually of the slap-stick variety.
7. Complex Forms (sacred)

a. Mass - principal part of the Catholic service.
Parts of a. Mass:

kyrle - Lord have mercy

gloria in excels!s - Praise (tod In the Highest 

credo - I believe In the Lord Jesus Christ 

agnus del - Lamb of (tod 

eanctus - Holy, holy Lord God 

benedIctus - Blessed is the Lord God 

Most Masses consist of these six parts, but some have 

more than this.

b. Sacred cantata - has the same characteristics as a 

secular cantata except that the theme is sacred.

c. Oratorio - sacred drama set to music, given without 

costumes, scenery and action usually; the theme taken 

from the scriptures or at least based on the stories 

of the Bible. Music the most difficult of the sacred 

forms with the exception of some Masses. It is the-
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opera of the church.

KIMa of Oratorio:

1. Bole - where the vocalists do not take the 

part of the characters, but only narrate. 

Example* The Messiah by Handel

2. Dramatis - where the vocalists each take the 

part of some character In the story and sing 

in first person.

Examples Samson by Handel

Tests and Contests

It has been mentioned before In this discussion that there Is great 

advantage to be gained by voice training In class because of the opportunity 

to sing frequently before an audience, thus contributing to the development 

of polished performance in the singer. There Is another benefit that grows 

out of this practice also which Is such a potent element In the training of 

the singer that It must be made a compulsory part of the class procedures. 

That Is the value gained from hearing the good and bad singing of others of 

the class and measuring ones own ability, with that of the others In periodic 

tests and contests within the class or classes, as the ease may be. The 

span of Interest in any given thing In the mind of the senior high, school 

student is short, Indeed, unless it be given new Impetus by definite moti

vation over short periods. To effect this constant renewal of Interest and 

spur the student to maximum effort all of the time, there Is no finer motive 

than the prospect of a test before teacher and students, which If successful



to a certain degree, will lead still further to the contest for greater
/ v

honors. Thus, it is recommended that these tests and contests be a re

gular accepted part of the work of the class every four to six weeks, 

giving the students a definite goal for each short period of time.

If the students are to be trained in discriminating listening, shat 

better opportunity than for them to be required to score each student as 

he sings, and then place an evaluation upon the work of all, ranking them 

according to the excellence of their product, since there is no point in 

making an evaluation without a purpose, we suggest that a contest among 

the top-ranking singers be the ultimate objective of scoring, the contestants 

being chosen by a vote of the students themselves after due consideration 

of their scores, and the adjudicators being chosen from among the musicians 

of the town.

The teacher's part in this phase of the class is to grade the students 

as they sing, marking them upon the techniques they have been developing 

in the class work over the given period of time, and grading them accord

ingly. Thus, each individual singer Is given the benefit of both teacher 

and student opinion In the final analysis.

A score sheet embodying the techniques for which they are working 

gives the student an accurate appraisal of his strongest and weakest points, 

with comments from the teacher as to his greatest needs and how to meet 

them. The following forms have proved adequate:
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Girl’s Voice Test

Hame

Boy’s

Marne

Voice Test

Dlaohramn breathing (80) Diaphragm breathing (10)

Vocal Position (10) _ _ Vocal Position (10)

Tone Quality (10) _ Tone Quality (10) _

Intonation (10) Intonation (10)

Accuracy end Diction (20)
Interpretation (10)

Accuracy and
Diction (80) Interpretation (10)

Stage Presence (10) Nasal Placement (10) _
General effect (10) Stage Presence (10)___

Score General effect (10) _  „
Grade Score

Grade i

Remark# —  (for the teacher1 s Remarks —  (for the teacher1 s
cMwwmt) comment)

: " - '

In tiie average class there are usually to .be found one or two stu

dents .who have unusually fine natural voices with which the other students 

are constantly being compared. If In grading the students In the voice 

tests, the teacher grades wholly by comparison. It would surely plaee a 

permanent blight upon the chances for high grades for the students with 

ordinary voices. It Is recommended then, that In all fairness the teacher < 
keep that In mind and give her grade on the degree of proficiency the stu

dent has acquired In the various techniques on the basis of the voice with 

which he started. That serves to eliminate in the grading of the student 

effort, the advantages which normally accrue to the student with the unusual
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mtural voice, arid gives equal credit to the efforts of students «ho 

make the most of what the? have.

Scoring by the students will have to be done on a little different 

basis. One of the things that la quite as necessary to the ultimate 
success of anyone Is not only to realize his capabilities In any given 
line and exploit them to the utmost, but also to recognize his limitations 

as well, lest he attempt too much and thus fall In his project. While 

the teacher feels the need for partially Ignoring basic voices In reward

ing a student for his efforts, thus encouraging him to make the most of 

what he has no matter bow ordinary that might be, it is not fair to buoy 

up the hopes of a student by completely ignoring the difference between 

his voice and another of greater beauty. In the final analysis of the 

singer he has to compete cut In the world with voices of superior calibre.

It is only right that he find It out early in M s  training and not be 

deluded Into believing he can compete on equal terms with the better voices, 

no matter how hard he may work. It Is with this Idea In mind that the 

scoring of the students and adjudicators for the contest, be wholly on 

comparisons just as an audience would receive them In a public performance. 

The score cards for students and judges would be on this basis differing 

slightly from the teacher's voice test scores.
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Student Tolee Teat Scor Card
; • • ;

Student's Name
Fn.Qu.
20

Int.
10

Diet.
20

Acc.
10

Intp.
10

Stpr.
10

0.1.
20

Score
100

Hank

1.
, - 2 V

2.

3* ■
... ■ . "

4 . '  -'' ■ ■■■■■
' '

Explanation of abbreviations:
. Tn.Qu... Acc........ •Aeouraey

Int..... Intp....... .Interpretation

Diet.... .Stage Presence

' • ' ' ' • G.B....

Adjudicator's Score Card

Voice Cent1istants .
Soorano No. 1 Ho. 2 No. 3 No. 4 Mo. 5

Tone Quality (20)
‘ " ■ -

Diction (20)

Intonation (10)
:

AccumcY. . ' (10)

Internrotation (10)

Stage Presence (10)

General Effect (20) r

Score ... . ■ . - - : : ' •

lank:
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The matter of contests has been a bone of contention for a number 

of years among music educators everywhere, so it seems fitting to defend 

the position taken by the writer of this treatise favoring contests.

Opponents of contests maintain that they are wonderful for the 

winners but very devastating to the morale of the losers, so they scrap 

the contest In favor of the music festival. There, Instead of giving 

first, second and third place honors with their respective rewards of cups, 

medals or other trophies, they send everybody home with a rating of superior, 

excellent, fair and so on. It seems a distinction without a difference to 

say the least, and in the final sum of things seems to be a fora of coddling 
which belles the purpose of music education completely.

In the beginning, we stated that music education la "education for 

living*" Living means first, last and always, competition In every field 

of endeavor that Is indulged in by human kind. Our positions are procured 

and maintained by the process of proving to an employer that we can do a 

Job better than the other fellow who Is also asking for It, and we hold the 

job by proving that we are as good as we say we are.

In the singing field, the people who do the Important worts have to 

compete dally with others who also aspire to the positions. Even where 

there Is no money Involved, singers realize their musical success and 

maintain their standing by the applause and approbation of a public that 

compares them to others they hear. Surely then, education for living, be 

It music or mathemtics, should teach a student to learn to take the re

verses as well as the honors with a reasonable degree of good sportsmanship, 

and to learn to recognize and respect superior ability wherever it Is
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encountered.

It is considered fine practice to plt athletes against each other 

for definite and final honors. It is good education to have the pros

pective lawyer meet an opponent in debate for which first honors with no 

reservations are given. It would seem pitiful. Indeed, If musicians could 

not handle themselves equally well In defeat and derive the same benefit 

educationally from the experience * Thus, ne recommend contests with no 

reservations, believing they have a definite value In motivating the 

voice class work, and for developing fine attitudes of tolerance and good 

sportsmanship among the members of the voice class.

The technique of the contest should be based, however, bn the growth 

of the singer, and should be an accumulative process rather than being de# 

pendent upon the results of one final performancej Since the tests are to 

be given frequently, there should be a contest of the top-ranking singers 

after each test; As has been suggested, adjudicators from the musicians 

of the town should determine the winners, using not less than three Judges 

for each contest. Points may be given the winners in this order; ten 

points for a first, five for a second and three for a third place^ Honors 

are accumulated for the entire series of contests for the year, and appro

priate rewards offered for the ones who maintained highest total scores 

in each voice. (Soprano; contralto, tenor; baritone). A trophy-shield 

to hang in the music room of the school, with plates for each year's win

nings with the students' names upon it, makes a nice memento of the season's 

work, and is a source of pride to students whose names appear there and a
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stimulus to those who aspire to haying their names upon It.

In the matter of eligibility of the contestants, the writer feels 

very strongly that any students who have had or are receiving any pri

vate lessons In voice should be barred from competition. The whole pur- 

pose of the contestants Is to motivate the work of the vole# class and 

Is not designed to furnish a battle-ground for the pupils of all tiw pri

vate voice teachers in the community. It is also very wise to bar from 

further competition those who have already won the honors for a season.

An added feature that extends the contest still more Is to choose 

the outstanding singer of each contest by the sum of the scores of the 

judges, and award a cup or medal to the Individual (boy or girl) who has 

amassed the highest "number of points for the season in this category. That 

makes a contest between singers of all voices (soprano, contralto, tenor, 

baritone), as well as between those of the same voice, and broadens the 
competition. It is also an excellent 1 d m  to Include accompanists in the 

contests as It Improves the quality of accompanying Immeasurably and gives 

the pianist a real incentive for work. In searing accompanists, the fol

lowing points will prove a good appraisal of their support and technical 

efficiency.
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flCCOMPAMIST CONTEST SCORE CARD

No* 1 No* S No# 3 No* 4
Technique (20)

Pedalling (20) . '■

Support (20)"."' ; '

Style (20)

Accuracy and (10) 
InterDretatlm

Appearance (10)

Score

Rank



CHAPTER VI

The male educator stands once more upon the eminence overlooking 

the fields whose cultivation he has been directing. As he looks upon 

the ripened grain nodding in the breeze of public approval, he remembers 

the counties# times the student-ploeesn plodded across the rough terrain 

guiding the plow around the impediments that dulled its blade and turned 

It from the furrows. He knows the stumps of tad habits that were grubbed 

out at such cost that the field might be made ready for the planting. He 

realizes that the sun of many days* work has contributed its life-giving 

rays to the growing of the field. He knows, too, that there were showers 

of commendation from the teacher needed along the way, and that there 

were some disconcerting winds of discouragement that blew dust In their 

eyes as the plow seemed difficult to hold in the furrows. Many times he 

brought the plowman to the hilltop with him to get a bread view of all 

the fields and let them compare theirs with that of their neighbors. A M  

now the season Is over and the harvest la ready. What doss he see as he 

stands looking toward the sunset? Has it been worth the effort? Will the 

harvest be commensurate with the labor?

From yonder cathedral the strains of an Ave Marla float out upon 

the evening breeze. It Is the voice of one who but a short time ago 

grasped in awkward hands the handles of the "plow1* for the first time.
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Mow In a setting of stained-glass windows and candlelight that same 

voice points the way Heavenward to the humble worshippers who kneel there.

Fro® another direction come the happy voices of little children 

as they, too, with faces lifted toward the skies and a song on their lips, 

are turning the first sod of new fields guided by — yes, another of the 

plowmen who has found her niche as a teacher.

Headlines greet him from the pages of M s  morning paper "STUDEMT 

SINGER WINS OPERATIC SCHOLARSHIP AGAINST FIELD OF ONE HUNDRED FIFTY CON

TESTANTS, WILL STUDY OPERA ABROAD.* Ah yes! He remembers how white she 

looked and how she trembled through her first voice contest in the old 

high school auditorium.

Be turns the dial of M s  radio Just in time to hear the announcer 

say "light a Chesterfield," and then strains of the lovely old hymn 

"Beautiful Savior," float across the room sung by a rich, glorious bari

tone voice with a fine male choir humming an aecospaMment. Yes, he knows 

that voice, too. He would know it anywhere. Hadnft he heard the struggle 

to get those high tones placed only short months ago! Now —  well, 

another of his ploinsn has found a place In the radio-entertainment world.

. V : .
The mail-box, too, contributes Its share of what he. Is to learn 

about M s  harvest. Greetings from a college professor and his wife from 

'a town In Connecticut meet his eye as he tears open the envelope. As he 

reads, a few of those tired lines disappear from M s  brow and he remembers
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the timid, frail, young man who always seemed afraid, to try things. Now 

he knows why. The words of the grateful father disclosed the secret the 

lad had been so careful to conceal. nI cannot let this opportunity pass 

without acknowledging the debt of gratitude my wife and I owe you. A 

short time ago you had my son In claw. Yesterday from Washington where 

he Is In the War Shipping Administration because he Is 4F, he sent us two 

magnificent albums of recordings. As we played them, which took an hour 

and a half, we were grateful for what you had done for a repressed. 111 

New England boy, and for the permanent interest In fine music you gave 

him, and through him, to us.*

And then there Is the letter from the lad on the battlefront In 

Germany. Surely this was not the sort of living for which the music class 

had W e n  preparing the students over the months! Surely here, the happy 

days In the field with the sun of carefree school days shining down upon 

them and the winds of youthful challenge blowing fresh In their faces

would be a faded memory to this lad facing such a grim task In the foxholes
. : . '' ' 

of the western front! Tucked away along with the usual news of the home

sick soldier was a little message to the students of the voice class, and 

It said: "I want you to tell all of your voice students that we who have

studied with you feel that we learned more about how to handle ourselves 

under all conditions than we did from any other teacher we ever had."

Could those days under sunny Arizona skies plowing the furrows together 

have given even one student the answers to such questions as these? Surely 
the harvest la plenteous!
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There was a knock at Heaven1s door,
St. Peter raised the latch.
Outside the gate a teacher stood.
He spoke with great dispatch.
"Why cane you here to Heaven’s gate? „ 
Tibet passport do you bring?"
The teatiier tremblingly replied,
"I Just taught folks.to sing."
"I hope you think It Is enou^i 
To let me In the gate;
I’ve worked so long I’m very tired.
And now the hour Is late."

"I’ve not done much to brag about 
#or made a brilliant show.
I’ve Just taught boys and glrla to slag 
It.ls’nt much, I know."

"I have not, with a stirring speech, 
Controlled a frenzied mob,
I’ve Just taught singing, that is all.
It seemed to be my Job."

PI’ve never been a president 
Or won a victory.
I Just taught singing there at school,
Is there a chance for me?"

St. Peter looked him in the eye.
Then kindly he replled,
"Just step this way. I think we’ll find 
A place for you inside."

"You have not made a mark, ’tie true. 
Tour light’s completely hid.
You did not make tiie big headlines,
But you taught those who dldl"

"That man who now leads folks to God 
Once In your voice class sat.
’Twas there he found himself, he says. 
You wouldn’t know ’bout that."

"The boy who sings for Chesterfield, 
A world of pleasure brings 
To many people every day.
Right now, they need such things."
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The sickly boy , so handicapped,
The boy who helpsthepreacher,
Church singer, opera star, Q.I.,
Owe much, they say, to

"You did not win a victory 
Nor fight a battle, no!
Bat you helped make the man that did. 
That fearless G.I. Joel"

"The harvest then looks pretty fine!
Much better than you’ll own.
The Bible soys— remember son?
"By vour fruits are ye known."

"So come rlgat In, I*m glad you're here! 
You have not come too soon, 
loll up your sleeves and get to work. 
And keep my choir In tune!"

finis
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